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Murray
awarded
2011-12
Sr. Games

MSLI's Racer
Writing Center
schedules its
opening today
By JESSICA NALL
MSU Public Relations
Last spring Murray State
University's faculty, staff and
students voted to adopt the
improvement of writing skills
as the central focus of the university's accreditation plan, a
move that indicated the importance of effective writing skills
for current and future graduates.
In order to fulfill that focus,
1964 MSU alumni, Jesse D.
Jones in pannership with the
department of English and philosophy and the university
libraries at MSU, has established the "Racer Writing
Center."
Jones. a Marshall County
native. has undergraduate
degrees from MSU in both
chemistry' and mathematics.
Throughout the years Jones has
given generously to the university by providing Murray
State's campus with amazing
facilities and offering several
outstanding awards and scholarships to students. The Racer
Writing Center is another major
gift to the university Jones has
generously committed to fund.
The Racer Writing Center is
important to Jones because he
said he believes that wnting
skills are of such value that they

By RYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
The Murray Convention and Visitors
Bureau has announced the city of Murray
has been awarded a bid to host the
Kentucky Senior Games for 2011 and
2012.
Consisting of a
CA),
variety of competitive and non-competitive events, the
give
games
Kentucky and outof-state residents
aged 50 and up ',he
S
OR
chance to participate in events ranging from archery' and
track and field to horseshoes and croquet.
-The games have been hosted in larger
cities like Louisville and Lexington in tht.
past, so we are very excited to have them
here," said Stephanie Butler, event coordinator at the CVB.
In 2012, the games will be a qualifying
event for the 2013 National Senior Games.
held in Cleveland, Ohio. Butler said that a
qualifying year brings as many as three
times the regular amount of athletes to the
event. In 2007, she worked at the games
while interning at the Louisville Sports
Commission and said many of the athletes
take the games seriously and the competi-

KYSER LOUGH / Ledger & Tmes

Harvest Time
Dry summer vowing conditions have led
many local farmers to harvest their com
crops earlier than normal. Craig
Carraway, ot Carraway Farnily Farms, is
one of these farmers. Pictured,
Carraway operates his combine to collect and shell some of the 1,200 acres of
white corn on his farm.
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Board of Elections
looking to sign up
precinct volunteers
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
The Calloway County Board of
Elections is hoping to sign up 140-150 volunteers to staff 31 balloting precinct stations across the county for the November
General Election.
During a meeting ot the board
Wednesday morning, Calloway County
Clerk Ray Coursey Jr. said a total of at

Daily Forecast
f3y The Associated Press
Thursday...Sunny. Highs in
the lower 80s. North winds
around 5 mph.
night...Ciear.
Thursday
Lows in the upper 50s.
Friday...Sunny. Highs in the
upper 80s
Friday night...Clear. Lows in
the lower 60s.
clear.
Saturday...Mostly
Highs around 90.
night...Mostly
Saturday
clear. Lows in the mid 60s.
Sunday...Partly sunny. Highs
around 90.
Sunday night. .Mostly clear.
Lows in the upper 60s.
Monday...Mostly clear. Highs
in the upper 80s.
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New maps add more
sites to flood zones
By TOM BERRY
Staff VVriter
The Federal Emergency
Management Agency has
issued new flood maps for
Murray-Calloway County that
brings additional properties
into flood zones; a development that could cost affected
property owners now without
flood insurance extra dollars
on their premiums if they don't
move quickly.
Dawn
Planner
County
Gaskin said Wednesday that
most property owners living in
flood zones around the lakes
and the Clarks River basin are
probably already aware of that
expanded
fact; however
boundaries now include more
of their neighbors that may not
be aware of the change.

*Pre-Season Heater Sale*
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Murray, KY 42071

200-206 E. Main • Murray, KY
270-753-3361 • www.murraysupply.net

Regulations involving the
new maps and obtaining flood
insurance go into effect Sept.
29, and Gaskin said those residents who may now be included need to contact her office to
be sure whether they are in or
out.
"Someone who has never
been in a flood area might be
now, even if they have never
flooded," she said. "There are
quite a bit of new residences
and structures that have been
added in."
Gaskin said FEMA has
recently updated flood map
data dating back to 1977 and
the newly-established zones
include broader boundaries
and addresses that were not

HAWKINS TEAGUE 1 Ledger & Times
NEXT GENERATION: Leadership Tomorrow director Jean Bennett, at lett, speaks with students of the program, which seeks to teach local high school students more about the community in which they live. Alumni of Leadership Murray, the onginal, adult version of the program, hosted a reception for this year's group of students Wednesday at Murray State
University's Sid Easley Alumni Center.
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Murray State University campaign hits $50M
By SHERRY McCLAIN
Pubhc Relations
a the midst ot a bumpy economy, Murray
State Unit ersity has had its largest fund
raising effort in history. Hold Thy
Banner High: The Campaign for the
Students of Murray State University, hit
$50 million this month.
"The generosity of our alumni and friends
during the past few years has been both
inspiring and transforniational to MSU,"
said Dr. Randy Dunn, Murray State president. "As state government funding continues to decline. our alumni and friends have
a.sisted MSLI with new scholarship endowments for our students and initiatives to
adt ance academic excellence through
endow ed professorships and providing

funding for key research anti laboratory.
equipment. Et ery part of this university has
been touched by. this campaign to date."
David Dill of Nashville. Tenn.. one of the
national co-chairs of the Hold Thy Banner
High Campaign. added, "Campaigns such
as this are institution changing in both promoting academic quality and providing
scholarship opportunities for our students.
am very proud of our many donors who
have helped to date. and call upon our other
alumni and friends to assist during the coming months in not only achieving, but surpassing our $64) million goal."
Other national co-chairs for the campaign
are Dr. Jane Wells of Eddyville. Ky., and
Jim Cash of Paducah, Ky. National honorary co-chairs are Wells Lovett and

I

Kentucky

Rayburn Watkins, both of Louisville, Ky.
Bob Jackson, associate vice president and
campaign director said. "This campaign has
changed MSU as we develop new programs
and initiatit es and provide new scholarship
endowments for our students. Also, campaigns such as Hold Thy Banner High pmvide opportunities for our alumni and
friends to make a real difference in advancing the mission of MSU. Most importantly.
we are deeply grateful to those who have
given to this important campaign for the
university."
Nearly 50 percent of the funds from this
carnpaign will benefit student scholarships.
Hold Thy Banner High will continue
through Dec. 31, 2012, with a goal of S60
million.

News in Brief

From Front
included before.
Flood zone property owners
that have flooding insurance
will be "grandfathered" in and
will not have to pay additional
costs Mr msurance. However
nett. residents included in the
expanded zones that don't have
insurance may want to obtain
some before the new regulations
go into effect, according to
Gaskin.
"I would like for those people
to call my office. give nie their
address and I'll look it up," she
said. "The reason why this is
important is these maps go into
effect soon. If you have flood
insurance before that time. the
rates you are charged in a flood
hazard area will be grandfathered in. But if you wait until
October. November. December
- whatever - you are going to be
charged at a higher rate."
Thtse that may choose to take
thc risk and not buy insurance

•Volunteers...

still may. have a more difficult
and costly time refinancing or
selling a house now included in
a flood zone.
"This is .31 about being able to
get a mortgage and if you're in a
special flood hazard area and
don't have flood insurance it
may be, if not impossible. then
extremely difficult to get a
mortgage," Gaskin said.
Gaskin
said
County
Environmental Planner Alicia
Tabers is working with her to
verify addresses affected by' the
new zoning and letters will be
sent to notify affected propeny
owners. New maps are now
available that will allow Gaskin
to aid property owners that want
to know more.
For more information, drop
by the county planner's office
on the first floor of the
Calloway County Courthouse
during regular business hours
Monday through Friday or call
759-3919.

From Front
least 140 will be needed and that
total is not yet in sight.
"But I'd like to have about 10
more on standby," Coursey said.
"We can't pay them much, but if
they want to help out the community in any way this will be a
good way to do it."
Pri mariI y
registered
Republicans and Democrats, but
the board will work with
Independents. Democrats wanting to volunteer are asked to
contact board member Dottie
Lyons at 753-6351. Republicans
are asked to call Dave Foley at
753-4446
"Or they can call up here to
my office and we'll pass their
names along," Coursey said.
The cleric's office phone number is 753-3923.
Public schools will be out for
Election
Day.
Tuesday.
Novernber 2 and board members are hoping some teachers
and Murray State University'

students 18 years or oider will
come fonvard to assist. The
requirements to be an election
officer are the same as required
to be a registered voters. A resident of the county, 18 years of
age. not convicted of a felony
and registered to vote among
others.
In other action, Coursey said
the November ballot will
include the election of three persons that will sit on the county
Soil and Conservation board of
directors for the first time in
many years. This year four candidates - Eddie Worlunan. Larry
Gilbert, Marty Carreway and
Randy McCallon - are running
for three seats on the board.
Coursey also pointed out that
the county will soon mail absentee ballots to more than 30 military personnel. However that
number includes only those that
applied as federal postcard
applications and more are
expected.

Murray High implements safety program
Murray High School will
present "Keeping Your Teen
Safe" Thursday, Aug. 26. at
6:30 p.m. at the MHS Media
Center.
in response to new Kentucky
legislation regarding suicide
prevention awareness for high
school students. MHS

•Senior Games...

implement the "SOS Signs of
Suicide Program" for students.
Parents are invited to attend
and share information about the
important issue of suicide,
symptoms ot depression and to
share appropriate action steps
that should be taken to get help,
it was reported.
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From Front

coming in, some who are getting re-ady to relocate," said Erin
tion can get fierce.
Carrico, executive director of
The hid process started one the CVB."For others, it's like a
year ago. when an initial appli- mini vacation and they will have
cation was submitted. A few their families with them. They•11
weeks after turning in the appli- shop, eat and tour the area while
cation, the staff at the CVB in town."
learned they were one of two
Currently, the staff at the CVB
Kentucky cities selected for a is seeking volunteers to help
site visit.
with the games. Pan of the bid
"In December 2009, the board is the condition that the entire
(of directors for the Kentucky event must be run by the winSenior Games) conducted a site ning city. This includes offivisit and went around to the dif- cials, and so Carrico said they'
ferent venues. We had tremen- are looking for people knowldous help from many local busi- edgeable in sports that would be
nesses and organizations during willing to volunteer.
the visit," Butler said.
"We'll need approximately.
Then. just recently the 100 volunteers in total. It's a
announcement was made that community-wide event." Butler
Murray won the bid. Dates for said.
the games are to be announced.
For more information on the
"It's great for Murray because games or how to volunteer, conthere will be hundreds of people tact the CVB at(270)759-2199.

SIAN'HELD. Ky.( AP)- Police in westem Kentucky ha%c .o,c
ed a man they- accuse of trying to kidnap a child.
The Paducah Sun reported the arrest of 23-year-old Yusuf A.
Hassan on Tuesday afternoon in Mayfield.
City police Sgt. Mark Green said Hassan is accused of grabbing
the shoulder of a 12-year-old girl who was walking home from an
after-school activity. Green said the girl shrugged off her attacker.
who then grabbed her around the waist and carried her a few steps
toward his car.
The girl escaped the man's clutches and ran to the nearby workplace of her mother, who called police.
Hassan was picked out of a photo lineup and charged with
attempted kidnapping. He was held in the Graves County Jail on
Thursday morning in lieu of $100,000 cash bond. Jail records didn't indicate whether he had an attomey.

FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.(AP) — More than 60 soldiers from a
medical support company based at Fort Campbell will be returning home from Iraq.
The soldiers from the 50Ist Area Support Medical Company are
scheduled to arrive on Thursday around noon at the installation on
the Kentucky-Tennessee state line.
The company deployed to Iraq in September 2009 and prot ided
health care support at Carnp Speicher, Al Assad Air Base and ()West. The company later consolidated and relocated to Camp
Liberty to prepare for the retum home.
Col. Stephen C. Phillips, 86th Combat Support Hospital commander. said in a statement they have proven the value that welltrained medics can provide to the front-line soldiers. A welcome
home ceremony is planned for their retum.

Murray man charged with ID theft in Graves
Staff Report
Truelove at the jail, who told
A Murray man was charged in him he had received a call from
Graves County with theft of someone that had seen a news
identity on Tuesday' after he report on the drug arrest and
allegedly assumed his brother's thought one of the men wasn't
name while being arrested.
who he said he was. The caller
According to a press release said the man claiming to be
from Det. George Workman Troy Bunn was actually Hill and
with the Pennyrile Narcotics that Bunn was Hill's brother.
Task Force. Andre D'Laurel
After further investigation,
Hilt, 20. of Murray, was one of police said they learned that Hill
five people arrested on Friday had used the name of his brothfor drug-related charges. He er because he was afraid that he
was charged with theft of identi- might have an outstanding warty after an investigation by the rant out of Tennessee and
PNIT, the Graves County because his brother had a better
Sheriff's Department and the cnminal history than Hill did.
Graves County Jail. Workman
Hill was again lodged in
said he was contacted on Graves County Jail. where he
Tuesday by Deputy Josh remains pending bond.

Louisville man accused of leaving halfway house
Staff Report
The Murray Police Department
arrested a Louisville-area man on
Tuesday who is accused of walking away from a halfway house.
According to Sgt. Tracy Guge,
the department obtained information Tuesday afternoon regarding
Emmanuel Roberts. 22, who was
wfuned for walking away from
the Russel Community Center in
Louisville.

Working in conjunction with
Probation and Parole, MPD
Officer Mike Robinson located
Roberts on Northwood Drive.
Robinson detained him and he
was lodged in the Calloway
County Jail. He was being held
on
Wednesday' and
Probation anti Parole is now handling the case. it was reported.
there

•Writing Center...
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LBL former residents to hold reunions
GOLDEN POND. Ky. - Fornier
residents of the area now known as
Land Between The Lakes (LBLI
National Recreation Area will gather again this Labor Day weekend
for their annual Homecoming.
The yearly. reunion for those from
the Stewart County, Tenn.. portion
of LBL provides a chance for former Between the Rivers residents to
celebrate and reminisce. It will take
place Sunday. Sept. 5. at the Bison

Range Picnic Area. on The Trace in
southern LBL.
All former residents, relatives,
and friends are invited. Those
attending should bring food, beverages. lawn chairs, and any' other
picnic or recreation items they
wish. Restrooms. picnic tables. and
grills int provided. For more information on the Stettart County
Benteen the Rivers Homecoming,
contact LBl. at 270-924-2000.
A
Between
the
Rivers
Homecoming is also planned for
Lyon County, Ky... on Sept. 18. It is
held annually. at Star Camp picnic
area. All former residents. relatives,
and friends are invited.

From Front
cannot be underestimated or
overlooked.
"When I graduated from Murray
State, I had the mechanics of
English. but I couldn't organize my
thoughts to write a compelling paper
or proposal,- Jones explained. "I
learned that 10 years into my career.
Students need to have that ability
when they graduate.Through the Racer Writing
Center, Jones is providing undergraduates with one-on-one instruction from graduate students on all
aspects of writing.
The center will support students
by assisting them with their wnting
in all disciplines: research essays,
analysis papers, creative writing,
proposals and theses, scientific
reports, letters and application
essays and business writing.

Dr. Bonnie Higginson. provost
and vice president for academic
affairs. is speaking at the opening.
which is scheduled for 4 p.m. today
(Thursday') on the first floor of
Waterfield Library. Higginson plans
to share with those who attend the
opening the wonderful opportunities the Racer Writing Center will
offer undergraduate students for
years to come and why. the generosity of MSU alumni such as Jones is
so important.
The writing center staff has established an award system for students
who participate in programs offered
by the center. Students who complete at least 10 hours of additional
writing instruction through workshops and wnting center sessions
will receive a Jesse D. Jones
Writing Certificate.
For more information about the
center, call 809-2267_
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Blagojevich headed back to court soon

Obituaries
Joe Nell Williams Parker
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Funeral services for Joe Nell Williams Parker, 79, of Dexter, will
be Friday. Aug. 27, 2010, at I I a.m. at Imes-Miller
Funeral Home. Bunal will follow in Lone Oak
Cemetery in Calloway County. Visitation will be
today. Thursday, Aug. 26, 2010. from 5-8 p.m. at
Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
Parker died Wednesday, Aug. 25. 2010, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Bom Aug. 15, 1931. she wits a member of
Bethany Missionary Baptist Church.
She is preceded in death by. her husband.
Hearon Piu-ker, her parents. Equal Williams and
Parlter
Annie Morgan Williams; one grandson, Austin
Parker: one brother, Ehno Williams; two sisters.
Verna Mae Williams Parker and Ruth Williams Luigford. and one
son-in-law. David Smith.
Parker is survived by five children, Beverly Boggess and husband, Don of Murray, Ann Smith of Murray. Steve Parker of Hardin,
Jim Parker and wife, Dons of Dexter, Hank Parker of Dexter: one
sister, virace Lassiter of San Diego. Calif.; I I grandchildren; and 17
great-grandchildren.

Ronald Melvin
Ronald Melvin. $8. of Murray, died Thursday., Aug. 26, 2010, at
4:55 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Arrangements are
incomplete at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
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Edith Mae Sims Fuqua, 89. of Farmington, died Wednesday.,
Aug. 25, 2010, at 4:38 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Arrangements are incomplete at Bym Funeral Home.

Migrants use sea to
enter U.S. illegally
SAN DIEGO (AP) - The
speedboat is about three miles
offshore when a U.S. Customs
and Border Protection agent
cuts the engine to drift on the
current in quiet darkness, hoping for the telltale signs of
immigrant smuggling - sulfur
fumes or a motor's whirr.
"It's like trying to find a needle in a haystack, and ihe
haystack is the Pacific Ocean,"
agent Tim Feige says minutes
before sunrise rnarks the end to
another uneventful shift.
This is a new. frontier for illegal immigrants entering the
United States- a roughly 400square-mile ocean expanse that
stretches from a bullring on the
shores of Tijuana, Mexico, to
suburban Los Angeles.
In
growing
numbers.
migrants are gambling their
lives at sea as land crossings.
become even more arduous and
likely to end in arrest
Sea interdictions and arrests
have spiked year-over-year for
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they could come up Thursday.
Judge James Zagel told attorney.s in a pnvate meeting last
week that hc was worried that if
a trial started soon, it could spill
into the C'hnstmas holidays posing a hardship for jurors so he may. want to hold it off
until
at
least
January,
Blagojevich attorney Sheldon
Sorosky said.
The thornier issue is the
future makeup of Blagojevich's
defense team.
With his own legal funds
spent. Blagojevich's may have
to rely on a publicly funded
defense. That means Zagel
could slash the number of attorneys at his disposal in any retrial. Blagojevich has used up the
nearly. 53 million in a leftover
campaign fund he was able to
draw on to pay his lawyers dur-

ing the first tnal.
The Democrat had half a
dozen attorneys at his first trial,
but Zagel could rule he'll now
get only two.
"That's what the system says
in these situations. 'That's all
you're going to get."' said former federal prosecutor Phil
Turner.-Nobody else gets more
than two, so why should you?'"
Turner said given the complexity of the case, Zagel may
have to consider perceptions
Blagojevich would he in an
unfair fight with only two attorneys.
"The government has an
army and, OK. this guy's not a
good guy." he said. "But it provokes a sense of unease. The
public loses confidence in the
court system. This is a real
conundrum." It's not only an

issue
Zagel
of
forcing
Blagojevich to cut lawyers. His
theatrical lead attorney, Sam
Adam Jr.. has indicateti to colleagues he may even want to
step aside, Sorosky said.
Whether he'll be allowed to is
up to the judge.
Adam's
office
saici
Wednesday he was not available
ler comment.
The 38-year-old delivered a
thunderous. sometimes quirky
closing for Blagojevich -- even
reciting a joke about an old
woman and a mule to help illustrate a point. But after jurors
announced their sole guilty verdict -- on a charge of lying to
the FBI-Adam seemed dejected In a hallway afterward. the
visibly exhausted attorney
slumped against a wall. stanng
at the floor

Millions drive drunk in the U.S.
WASHINGTON (AP)- An
estimated 17 million people
have driven while drunk at least
once on U.S. streets and highways in the course of a year,
according to a govemment
study released Wednesday.
A National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration survey
conducted in late 2008 found
that 20 percent of those 16 and
older reported driving within
two hours of drinking alcohol.

Based on the survey' results,
NHTSA estimates that 8 percent
of all drivers. or 17.2 million
people. have driven at least once
over the course of a year, even
though they thought they were
drunk.
Additionally. 8 percent said
they got a ride from a dnver
they thought was drunk. This
was a particular problem for
males between 21 and 24 years
old. In this age group. 24 per-

cent reported riding with a driver they thought had consumed
too much alcohol.
On the positive side. the message about the dangers of drunken driving is widespread. with
81 percent of those surveyed
seeing it as a serious public safety threat.
"We have got to do more, as
a country, to close the gap
between believing that drunk
driving is a threat and actively

doing something about it,"
NHTSA Administrator David
Strickland said
To warn motorists about the
dangers of drunken driving. the
government is spending about
$13 million for an advertising
campaign to publicize increased
enforcement through Labor Day
weekend. NI-ISTA periodically
conducts the National Survey of
Drinking and Driving Attitudes
and Behaviors.

Rangers join fight against Mexican drug violence
McALLEN, Texas (AP) Gov. Rick Perry has told just
about anyone who will listen
about his plan to dispatch elite
teams of Texas Rangers to the
border to do what he says dse
federal government w.on't keep
Texans
safe
from
encroaching Mexican drug violence.
Just don't ask him for
specifics.
While the Ranger Recon initiative has served as a strong
rhetorical counterpoint when
Perry slams the federal govemment. details about what the taxpayer-funded teams actually
accomplish remain a secret.
State officials insist they do
not tally arrests or drug and
property seizures under the program. which they say doesn't
have its own budget after more
than a year in operation.
They say the Ranger Recon
teams are paid out of the state's
larger border security initiatis.e,
but decline to put a dollar figure
on the program's costs. Nor will
they say how many of the state's
144 Rangers. the top criminal
investigators in Texas, participate or where the teams have
been active.
The Department of Public
Safety, which oversees the program, said in response to an
Associated Press public records
request that the Rangers do no
investigative work as part of the
teams. but have engaged in
about I0 "missions."
Reports on the missions,
however, are kept under wraps

to preserve "operational security." said public safety director
Steve McCraw.
He also said the program
doesn't want to brag.
''Have there been arrests
made'? Yes." McCraw said.
"Have there been drug seizures?
Yes. Have there been vehicle
seizures? Yes."
But asked for data on just
those points. McCraw said,
"That's not how we measure
them." The department has
asked the state Attorney
General's office for perntission
to reject a subsequent AP
request for the mission reports.
Perry would prefer not to
commit state resources to border
security, said spokeswoman
Katherine Cesinger.
"We wish the feds would do
their job and secure the border,"
she said.
The governor hammered the
White House this month for not
sending enough National Guard
troops and Border Patrol agents
to Texas.
When President Barack
Obama signed $600 million in
funding for more agents.
unmanned drones and customs
officers this month. Perry said,
"It's a good step in the right
direction. Is it enough? I don't
think so."
The legislature had allocated
about $230 million for border
secunty during its last two sessions, he said.
"Landowners all along our
border are finding their farms
and ranches ovemin by smug-
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Tropical Storrn Earl is also getting stronger and now has maximum sustained winds near 45
mph (75 kph). Forecasters
expect Earl to become a hurricane either late Friday or early
Saturday.
In the Pacific off Mexico's
coast, Hurricane Frank is
expected to get stronger later in
the day but then start gradually
weakening Friday as it moves
over cooler waters.

CHICAGO ( AP)- A little
more than a week after former
Illinois Gov. Rod Blagojevich's
monthslong federal corruption
trial ended u ith jurors deadlocked on all but one charge. the
first steps are being taken
toward doing it all over again.
A hearing scheduled for
Thursday is the first since a mistrial was declared on 23 of 24
charges. including allegations
that Blagojevich tried to sell or
trade an appointment to
President Barack Obama's former Senate seat. Prosecutors
immediately announced that
they. would retry. the impeached
governor on the undecided
counts.
When the retrial might take
place and who will be defend'ng
Blagojevich are matters that
need to be worked out - and

gling operations, often by armed
individuals with no respect for
property, the law or human life,"
Perry said during a speech in
Houston. "By
introducing

Ranger Recon teams that can
stay on the move, we can stay
one jump ahead of the cartels
and beat them at their own
game ••
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three years, as enforcement
efforts ramp up to meet the challenge.
While only a small fraction
of border arrests are at sea.
authorities say heightened
enforcement on land. and a bigger fence, is making the offshore route more attractive.
The number of Border Patrol
agents doubled to more than
20,00G since 2003, and
President Barack Obama is dispatching the National Guard
after clamor for a crackdown in
the desert led to Arizona's tough
new immigration law.
"Your options are to go east
through the mountains and the
desert. or west through the
ocean, or you tunnel underground," said Michael Camey.
deputy special agent in charge
of investigations for U.S.
krunigration and Customs
Enforcement in San Diego.
"I think they found that
going west through the ocean is
probabiy their best bet."

Hurricane Danielle
heads toward Bermuda
MIAMI (AP) - Hurricane
Danielle is getting a little
stronger in the open Atlantic as
it heads toward Bermuda.
Danielle's maximum sustained
winds
increased
Thursday to 105 mph (165 kph)
and additional strengthening is
expected.
Danielle is located about 860
miles (1,385 kilometers) southeast of Bermuda and moving
northwest near 16 mph (26 kph).
Farther east in the Atlantic.
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322 Spence Chapel Rd., Mayfield

SOPHISTICATED CHARMER WITH CURB
APPE.XL TO SPARE' This 3 beifrooM. 2 5 ba;h home
is located in the Spnng Creek Oaks Subdivision and is
tucked nicely in a mature landscape that highlight, all
of its wonderful features. Enter into the 2 story toyer
and great room to an abundance of natural light Me
bonus room upstairs could function as a 4th bedroom
Additional feature, include crown molding throughout the home, hardwood floors and a counyard that is
,ed by few Priced at $255.000. MLS .5o956

A SPECLAL PLACE TO CALL YOUR HOME'Thr, 3
bedroom. 2 Nth bnck home features quality thnsughout with %Jutted and betuned ceilings in the Bing and
dining rooms The Ining room will be Me "fun centertot you and sour guests with a unique sunken gas log
lireplace and sitting are3 around the fireplace
Beautitul ..scxsd !loots and spacious bedroom,sou will
lot e D., is 4 mi., out on this truly special home
•
,
1 2 000 MLS 457969

CHARMING HOME! This 3 bedroom. 2 bath
home feature, large living room and dining
room, open kitchen and walk-in closets
Updates include new interior paint. s in!.1 flooring and new front door. Home sit, on beautifully landscaped yard with matur trees Quiet
subdivision Just minutes ati% trom city limit,
Priced to sell and move-in reads' Offered at
S125,000. MLS //56873

PRIVATE COUNTRY HOME ON 16.6 ACRES'
Custom built 5 bedroom. 5 bath home feature, large
lising f00111 with 9 foot ceiling. recesta.td lighting and
crown mottling Spat loos kitcSen with island features
oak cabinets and plents °I work space Relax in the
Honda room adjoining kit.Mcn Master bedroom on
main tele! features prisate bath with walk-in closet
Basemen( testi has apreosimatelt, 44)0 square teet of
unfinished space which woukl be ideal
J bonus
n, Priced at S119.900 MLS *56779
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Art meets science
in a single scull
Artist Thoma.s Eakins(1844'1916) was a study in contrasts.
He was fascinated by the human
figure in motion, yet may be
most famous for his portraits.
In many of his paintings, people are clad in the attire of
the prosperous, though Eakins
-- a student of anatomy -- wa.s
enthralled by the nude. Known
as one of the most important
artists in Arnerican art history,
some of his most important
training took place in Paris
after the Civil War.
In art criticism. Eakins is
tagged as a realist: however,
one of his most famous paintings depicts a surgical operation that was a bit too real,
according to his contemporaries.
A reproduction of Eakins'
watercolor, "John Biglin in a
Single Scull," will be on view
in the Calloway County Public Library during the month
of September, as part of a "Picturing America" grant from the
National Endowment for the
Humanities. Visitors to the
library may observe for themselves the complex mix of art
Ind science reflected in the
painting. The array of blues in
the sky and the scatterings of
clouds show off Eakins' mastery of color and mood; while
die central figure in the work,
renowned rower of the era,
John Biglin, is rendered with
meticulous attention to muscles and movement.
In 1872, the Biglin brothers came to Eakins' hometown,
Philadelphia, to compete in a
championship rowing competition. John Biglin was a superathlete, unmatched as a single
sculler, pulling one oar in each
hand. Eakins captures John
Biglin at the instant where he
is at the end of a backward
ttroke, oars poised to dip in
the water. In the next instant,
he will take a stroke that propels him ahead of the competition, barely visible at the left
of the canvas.
The original watercolor of
lohn Biglin in a Single Scull"
is a mere 19 ? x 24 7/8 inchis, but Eakins has captured the
larger-than-fife
physical
prowess of the oarsman. The
curve of the rower's back, the
muscled tension of his arms,
the fierce concentration on his
face are brilliantly reproduced
in watercolor, a pairstaking
rocess that allows for no errors,
.0

i

no
errant
strokes of
the brush.
Different
from oils,
which alloy,.
the artist to
paint over
mistakes or
scrape away
unnecessary
flourishes.
Main Street
watercolors
By Constance
are unforAlexander
giving.
Ledger & Times
Eakins had
Columnist
only recently started to
work in watercolor when he
embarked on the ambitiou.
painting of John Biglin. To
master the new medium, he
applied the kind of self-discipline and dedication he admired
in athletes. Working tirelessly,
Eakins did everything he could
to make sure all the details
were right. He started with an
oil painting of the rower, so
he could determine the exact
placement of Biglin and make
any corrections before he tried
the same scene in watercolor.
He also made detailed perspective drawings almost twice the
size of the final work so he
would get the proper angle of
reflections on the water.
According to the Yale University Art Gallery webpage.
"John Biglin dominated the
sport as a single rower from
the early 1860s to the early
1870s, and was described as a
'physical specimen . . . about
as near perfect as car, be found.'
Eakins depicts him like a figure in relief, his body strongly modeled, his arms and shoulders sculptural in their roundness. From Biglin's facial features to the slight wearing away
of the wooden hole pin that
acts as a fulcrum for the oar,
every element is rendered with
Eakins's characteristic attention
to detail. The painting transforms Biglin's status as a sports
hero of his day into an icon
of American athleticism."
In addition to his paintings
and watercolors. Eakins was a
pioneer because of his interest
in the emerging technology
associated with photography
and moving pictures. A Public
TV documentary on Eakins
reveals the range of his artist
skills and scientific pursuits.
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A lesson from a master painter
A few weeks ago I wmte
about my adventures as a counselor at Camp Ridgecrest for
Boys. It was at that camp
during the summer of 1976
that I heard a story that continues to intrigue and inspire
me. I remember that Jamie
Cotton,a senior counselor,came
to our cabin one evening to
give a short devotional. I have
never forgotten the story he
told that night to a group of
twelve-year-old boys in a rustic cabin in the mountains of
North Camlina.
Here's the story . . the
way I remember it. It seems
that the king of a kingdom
decided to honor his subjects
in a unique way. The king
planned to have a banquet to
which he would invite all of
the subjects of his kingdom.
The banquet would be held in
a large banquet hall. A sumptuous feast would be served.
Jesters would provide entertainment. The king's subjects
would be honored.
To honor his subjects adequately, however, the king
decided to prepare the banquet
hall in a particular way. He
called in the kingdom's two
great artists, one an elderly
master painter who was recognized as the greatest artist
in the kingdom, and the other,
the old master's apprentice, a
young. up and coming artist who
had studied at the feet of the
master. The king took the
artists into the banquet hall
and he explained to the two
painters his idea: they would
be responsible for painting two
adjacent walls in the room. The
king would honor the subjects
of his kingdom with these two
commissioned works of art, to
The Independent,
Ashland, Ky.
Numbers can be misleading. Such is the case with news
that Kentucky's unemployment
rate for July was 9.9 percent,
the first time it has fallen
below 10 percent since February of 2009.
So that's good news, right?
Well, not exactly.
Kentucky's jobless rate
dropped last month, not because
more people were working in
the state but because the job
market was so weak that more
people had quit even looking
for work. The U.S. Department of Labor only counts
those who are actively looking for work as being unemployed.
Ron Crouch, director of
research and statistics in the
Office of Employment and
Training. says the number of
unemployed Kentuckians who
ceased looking for work in
July increased so much that
the size of the state's work
force actually. dropped so much
during the month that the unemployment rate declined even
thoug,h the number of Kentuckians with jobs also dropped.
Now that's what we call a
misleading statistic. A lower

he unveiled the night of the
banquet.
With his instructions given,
the king put the two artists to
work. 'The artists gathered
their supplies, and came in the
next morning to begin the work.
Much preparation was required;
preparation of the walls, I mean.
Old paint had to be scraped
away, the walls had to be
smoothed and polished before
the actual painting began.
From time to time the king
stopped by to check on the
painters' progress. After several weeks he noticed that the
old master painter had outlined
on his wall a landscape scene:
mountains, valleys, a waterfall,
a beautiful landscape scene.
The king noticed, however, that
the young apprentice had still
not begun to paint. He continued to scrape and smooth
and polish.
A week before the banquet the king stopped by once
again to make sure everything
was in order. That's when he
began to worry. With the banquet only a few days away,
the old nriaster painter had all
but finished his painting. He
used a brush to put on the
finishing touches of what the
king could tell was a most
beautiful landscape scene. To
the king's horror, however, the
young apprentice was yet to pick
up a brush. He continued to
scrape and smooth and polish,
still preparing his wall for the
first brushstrokes.
The king expressed his
concern to the young artist in
no uncertain terms. "Don't
you know," he said, "that the
banquN will be held only a
few days from now." "Don't
you realize," he said, "that I

want
to
honor the
subjects of
my
kingdom with
two beautiful
paintings."
"After all,"
the
king
explained.
"I have put Home and
my faith in
Away
you to comBy James
plete
this Duane Bolin
task. What Ledger &
'Times
can
be
Columnist
done?"
The young apprentice tried
his best to calm the king.
explaining to him that his painting would indeed be completed by the night of the banquet. He would, he assured
the king, fulfill his promise.
His painting would be complete.
Well, the king reasoned
that there was nothing else to
be done. He must take the
young artist at his word, and
hope for the best. So the
evening of the banquet came.
The king's subjects came on
foot, some on horseback, all
gathering at the beautifully lit
banquet hall. The banqueters
enjoyed a sumptuous feast,
along with humorous and captivating entertainment.
Then it came time for the
highlight of the evening. Workers had covered the two adjacent walls with heavy veils.
The king gave the signal. ropes
were pulled, and simultaneously the veils fell to the floor.
And then? And then. a gasp
from the gathered subjects, followed by silence. The audience sat there in awe of two
remarkable works of art. They

IN OTHER WORDS
The following are editorialsfrom newspapers across
Kentucky offering divergent points of view concerning issues of importance in the Commonwealth.
unemployment rate looks like
a positive — until you take a
closer look at the numbers.
When more employers do
begin hiring again, we suspect
the number of Kentuckians
actively looking for jobs will
increase. which could make the
unemployment rate increase
even though more are working.
So, are you confused now?
Well, maybe that's the point
of the government releasing
statistics that confuse more than
they enlighten.
Herald-Leader
Lexington, Ky.
Since Kentucky's debate
over expanded gambling began
nearly two decades ago, die Herald-Leader consistently has supponed letting the state's voters decide the issue via a constitutional amendment.
A variety of reasons led us
to adopt this stance. including
but not limited to our belief

that it would be the most
acceptable route politically.
would be less likely to become
entangled in a lengthy legal
battle, would be the best way
to limit the proliferation of gambling facilities and would provide the state's signature horse
racing industry a guarantee of
assistance it could never find
in legislation subject to being
rewritten every year.
We reiterated our position
as recently as the 2009 special legislative session in which
the House of Representatives
passed a racetrack slots bill
we opposed. (It died in the
Senate.) At the time, we urged
lawmakers and Gov. Steve
Beshear to delay action on the
issue until the 2010 General
Assembly. when an amendment
could be considered. But no
amendment emerged from this
year's session. It has become
evident "wino" states want to
expand their racing and breeding industries at the expense

looked at the old master's wail
to see the most beautiful landscape painting they had ever
seen. But when they cast their
gaze at the painting of the young
apprentice, they noticed that
his painting was just as beat.tiful. In fact, every detail was
exactly the same; every mountain, every valley, the waterfall, all the same.
Called by the king to the
head table, the young artist
gave his explanation. "When
you commissioned me to do
this work," he said, "I knew
that it would not be possible
for me to produce a painting
as beautiful as my master, my
mentor. My painting would
pale in comparison. So what
I decided to do was to scrape
and smooth and polish my wall
so that it would reflect the
painting of the old master's
wall. So that's what I did.
My painting is a reflection of
the painting of the master."
Well, for thirty-two years
I have been re-telling that story.
I have told it to my History
classes as a way to suggest to
my students that in many ways
we are reflections of our past.
I have told the story at church
to Sunday School classes and
as devotionals to youth groups
to suggest that we should polish our lives so that we reflect
the Master. I have told the story
with no point
mind, no lesson to be learned, just for the
fun of telling the story. But
after all of these years, I will
never forget die gasps followed
by a hushed silence in that
rustic cabin when a dozen
twelve-year-old boys realized
that the young artist's painting
was but a reflection of the
painting of the old master.
of Kentucky's. The ad from
the Indiana Thoroughbred Breed
Development Program featured
in recent editions of Bloodhorse and Thoroughbred Times
is just the latest example.
And it will only get worse
for Kentucky racing now that
casino gambling is coming to
Ohio. The big casino planned
for downtown Cincinnati could
be fatal for the future of Turtway Park (not to mention
Ohio's racetracks, including two
in the Cincirmati area, that are
pushing for slots).
With slots, Turfway probably could hold its own. Without them, probably not. Turfway
— and Ellis Park in western
Kentucky — are at risk now
even without the additional
competition from Ohio, which
is why waiting for 2012 is
problematic for Kentucky racing. If either closes, it will
create a large hole in the yearround racing circuit this state
has had for several decades. ..
So. today, because we
believe it is vital to save a
year-round circuit for the state's
signature industry, we endorse
legislative approval of racetrack slots at the earliest possible opportunity.
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WWII scholar featured at
MSU scholarship banquet:

7)ale600le
Bank of Cadiz plans day trip
The Bank of Cadiz is planning a day tnp to Falcon Rest Mansions
and Gardens in McMinnville. Tenn. for Saturday, Oct. 16. Any.'one
interested can register for the tnp by Sept. 1 For more information,
visit the Murray office located at 630 N. 12th St. or contact Jennifer
Eidson at (270) 759-4852, or visit www.bankofcadiz.com.

Farmers' Market discontinues Tuesdays
Tuesdays at the Farmers' Market are now closed. Saturday
Markets will continue as scheduled from 7 a.m. to 1 p.m.
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Mentoring program to be held at MSU
Murray State University. in conjunction with the Cabinet for
Health and Family Services, has launched the HOPE Mentoring
Program. For those interested in becoming a HOPE mentor, attend
the meeting on Thursday, Aug. 26. in the Mississippi Room of the
Curris Center from 6-8 p.m. Light refreshments will be served and
information given.

American Legion to meet
American Legion Post 73 of Murray invites all veterans to attend
the monthly meeting at 7 p.m. on Thursday, Aug. 26. at the
Amencan Legion Veterans' Hall located at 310 Bee Creek Drive.
The agenda will focus or planning for Hot August Blues. MSU football game assignments and new programs to serve local
sreterans. For more information. call Commander Amos McCarty at
293-1320 or 761-5709.

Blood Drive at First Presbyterian
The Murray Community Blood Drive will be held on Thursday.
Aug. 26. from 12:30-5:30 p.m. at First Presbyterian Church. To
schedule an appointment to donate online. visit wwwredcrossblood.org and enter Sponsor Cocle: Murray19.

Pinochle class offered at center
The Murray Calloway County Senior Citizens, located at 607
Poplar St., will begin a Pino:hle class. which will meet each
Wednesday in Sept., from 9-11 a.m. in the Education room. For
more information or to sign up. call Ten Cobb at 753-0929.

Murray SBDM Council to meet
The Murray Elemenuu-y Site Base Decision Making Council
(SBDM) will meet Thursday. Aug. 26. at 2:35 p.m. in the conference room of Murray Elementary School. All interested persons are
invited to attend.

Calloway SBDM Council to meet
The Calloway County' Middle School Site Base Decision Making
Council will meet on Wednesday, Sept. 8, at 3:30 p.m. in the Library
Media Center.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous. a faith based addictions program. will
meet every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwo(xl Baptist Church.'The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or for
nde, call the church office at 753-1834.

Pageant to be held in Hazel
Mr. and Mrs. Hazel Celebration Pageant will be held Saturday'.
Sept. 25. at 7 p.m. at Hazel Baptist Church Family Life Center. The
theme is Westem and the pageant is open to girls. ages 0-14 years.
and boys, ages 0-35 months. There is also a photogenic contest at $5
per photo. For more information. contact Michelle Sharp at (270)
293-6264.

Bank plans cruise
The Murray. Bank Good Life is planning a Caribbean and Panama
Cruise. Space is limited in each state room category and early registration is recommended. For more information, contact Brenda
Sykes at 767-3338 or e-mail bsykes@themurraybank.com.

Need Line lists items needed
Need Line has issued a new list of items needed to replenish the
pantry for the clients. They are spinach. green beans, tuna, salmon.
Jiffy Com Meal mix. instant potatoes, evaporated milk and instant
oat meal; freezer/cooler items needed are eggs. fresh fruits and vegetables. frozen meat and vegetables; personal hygiene and cleaning
supplies needed are dish liquid, toilet paper. shampoo and twillpaste; also large brown paper bags. These items may be taken to the
Need Line building at 638 South Fourth St., Murray, between 10
a.m. and 4 p.m . Monday through Friday. Need Line is an United
Way Agency. For information. call 753-6333.

Photo provided
BIRTHDAY CELEBRATED: Mrs Ruby Arnett celebrated her
95th birthday at Coldwater Church of Christ on July 28. 2010.

Special to the Ledger
1- hc
versity of Tulsa has
announced that Chase G. Smith,
a 2010 graduate of Booker T.
Washington High School in
Tulsa. Okla., has been accepted
to TU
He is the son of Judy Smith
and Robert Addison of Murray.
and Keith and Shari Smith of
Tulsa. Okla.
Ranked among the top 100
universities in the nation, The
University of Tulsa is a private
institution providing comprehensive educational opportunities to more than 4,200 graduate
and undergraduate students in
the arts, business, engineering,
the sciences and law.. TU features rigorous academic programs combined with personalized attention. small class sizes
and low student-to-faculty ratio.

Arts and
Crafts Festival
to be held

Photo prowled

OFFICERS: The Murray Woman's Club Kappas wi.1 hold their first meeting on Sept. 7 at 6:34
p.m. at the clubhouse. A Salad Supper Potluck +nill be served. Pictured:from left to right, are.
Evelyn Wallis, Chair. Sharon Byee. Vice-Chair: Dorincla Craig, Treasurer: and Jennifer JOneS;
Secretary.

Special to the Ledger
Regional tourism organization, Kentucky's
Western
Waterland. will hold the 35th
Annual Arts & Crafts Festival in
Grand Rivers on Saturday, Sept.
4, through Monday. Sept. 6.
Items being sold include floral
arrangements, baskets. outdoor
lawn furniture. paintings. honey.
soaps. lotions, jewelry, woodwork, holiday decorations, pottery, candles, gourds. stained
glass. bird houses. rocking
chairs. rocking horses, weather
vanes and a wide selection of
great food.
The festival takes place at the
Little Lake Park. Hours are 9
a.m. to dusk on Saturday.9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. on Sunday, and 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m. on Monday. The cost is
$1 per walk-in or $3 per car. For
information. contact Kentucky's
Western Waterland at 1 (800)
448-1069 or (2701 928-4411. or
visit the website at www.kentuckylakebarkley.travel.

ramie Ay
• A generation that
acquires knowledge
without ever understanding how that
knowledge can benefit the community is
a generation that is
not leaming what it
means to be citizens
in a democracy. —
Elizabeth L. Hollander

Special to the Ledger
University anti is now an associ:
I he Murra) Sue Depanment ate professor of history at the
()I History will host the ninth University of Tennessee. He ha
annual James W Hammack. Jr. wntten and lectured widely on:
Scholarship Banquet at 7 p.m. the human dimensions of war-.
on Saturday, Sept. 23. at MSlis fare in the 2(kh century. He ik
Curris Center Ballroom. The the author of "Remembering
banquet is held each year to War the American Way,- pub-,
honor the memory of Dr. James lished by the Smith:;oniart
Hammack, who served on Institution Press, and World War
the history department faculty II. published by the Greenwood
for more than 30 years and spent Press. Dr. Piehler also served as'
ten of those years as chair of the the founding director of the
department. Dr. Hammack was Rutgers Oral History Archives
also a pioneer in the field of oral of World War II from 1994-98,
history and the author of where he conducted interviews
"Kentucky and the Second with more than 200 World Wu
American Revolution: The War II veterans. A book signing will
of 1812." Proceeds from the be held after the banquet and
banquet go toward endowment books will be available for pt.-,
of the James W. Hammack chase.
Scholarship Fund, which supReservations for the dinner are
pons history graduate education $40 per person and should be
at MSU.
reserved by Sept. 18. by calling
World War II scholar, Dr. G. Kay Hays at 8(19-2234. Online
Kurt Piehler. will deliver the reservations can be emailed to
banquet's keynote address,"The K ay.Ha y s Murraystate.edu,
Religious Life of the GI During Tax deductible contributions to
World War II." Dr. Piehler holds the Hammack Scholarship are.
a doctorate from Rutgers welcome.

College News

CUSTOM FRAMING
• Prints • Shadowbox
• Needlepoint • Cross Stitch

• Canvas

"The Home of the Ultimate in Czototti Pramins
301 North 12th Street • Murray, KY •(270) 759-1019

Recting To Rloggems
2397 State Route 94E • Murray, KY • 753-4050
www.bean.stoblossoms.corn

r3ha.n.k.a .t.o alt
CITIZENSHIP
QUOTATIONS

e-mail: jo.burkeen@murrayledger.com'

E-rnail: info@heanstoblossoms.com

OPEN TUESDAY-SATURDAY 9 A.M. - 5 P.M.

Attle!

FALL IS IN THE AIR!

new
We have designs
selections &
arriving daily!

Come See Us For All Your Fall Needs!
Indian Com • Hardy Asters • Mums • Gourds
Winter Squash • Corn Stalks • Broccoli • Cabbage Plants

LAY-A-WAY TODAY FOR CHRISTMAS!

Coming Soon:
Pansies, Pumpkins, Greens, Lettuce,

LEE JEWELRY
ARTISANS

\

Ornamental Kale and Cabbage
Directions: From Murray take 94 East, 1-1/2 miles on right.

•

University Square • 305-D N. 12th St., Murray
759-1141
•7

•_.

!sr tc---

itrk
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WEEK 1
SCOREBOARD

MURRAY VS. CALLOWAY COUNTY
FRIDAY II 730 P.M.•ROY STEWART STADIUM

Murray vs.
Calloway Co.

Braggin rights

Union Co. at
Ballard Memorial
Fulton City at
Gleason (Tenn.)

Racer Sports in Brief

Volleyball
set to open
season in
Wyoming

Fulton Co. at
Lake Co.(Tenn.)
Reidland at
Lone Oak
Evansville Bosse
(Ind.) at Marshall Co.
Crittenden Co. at
Massac Co. (III.)
Gateway (Mo.) at
Paducah Tilghman
Graves Co. vs.
Trousdale Co.(Tenn.)*
Hopkins Co. Central at
Herrin (111.)*
Trigg Co. at
Mayfield`
• — Saturday game

2010 DISTRICT
STANDINGS
CLASS 1A, DISTIUCT 1
Crittenden Co.
Mayfield
Ballard Mem.
Fulton City
Fulton Co.

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

1-0
1-0
0-1
0-1

0-0

0-1

CLASS 2A, DISTRICT 1
Caloweii Co. 0-0 1-0
Murray
Reidland
Heath
Trigg Co.

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

1-0
0-0
0-1
0-1

CLASS 2A, DIsTRIcr 2
O'boro Cath.
Todd Co. Cent.
Fort Campbell
Hancock Co.

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

1-0
1-0
0-1
0-1

CLASS 3A, DisTRIcr 1
Webster Co.
McLean Co.
Pad. Tilghman
Union Co.

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

1-0
0-1
0-1
0-1

CIASS 4A, Disnucr 1
Lone Oak
0-0
Calloway Co. 0-0
Hopkins Cent. 0-0

1-0
0-1
0-1

CLASS 4A, DisirRicr 2
Allen Co.-Scot.
Franklin-Simp.
Russell Co.
Logan Co.
Warren East

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

1-0
1-0
0-0
0-1
0-1

CIASS 6A, DISTRICT 1
Oboro Apollo 1-0
Daviess Co.
0-0
Graves Co.
0-0
Henderson Co. 0-0
Marshall Co. 0-0
Muhlenberg Co.0-1

1-0
0-0
0-0
0-1
0-1
0-1

photos by TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & TimeS

Murray running back Christian Duncan (left) and Calloway County quarterback Tyler Greer send their vastly different
offenses against one another Friday night in the Crosstown Classic. The all-time series between the two rivals is tied
at 14-all.

CALLOWAY WILL ATTEMPT TO COMBAT MURRAY'S
UNCOMMON SIZE; LAKERS COULD TEST TIGERS THROUGH AIR
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
Josh McKeel glances at the
scouting report lying on his desk,
does a little quick mental math.
and comes up with a number.
275.
The average weight, in
pounds, of Murray's front five,
an offensive line which his
Calloway County team will be
charged with combating in
Friday night's Crosstown Classic
nvalry renewal at Roy Stewart
Stadium.
McKee! is awfully close
272.2
the actual average
weight of the Tiger frontline.
which pushed its way to 312
rushing yards en route to a 49-0
rout of the Lakers in last year's
Classic.
Murray struggled to move the
ball offensively in last Friday's
opener. but they were matched
against another team with
uncommon size up front — Class
5A Madisonville-North Hopkins.
For smaller, less-expenenced
Calloway, contending with the
sheer size Murray presents is the
first step in competing with the
Tigers, ranked No. 4 in the state
in this week's Class 2A
Associated Press poll.
It isn't just on the line. either.
Running back Matt Deese
weighs in at 245 and Shickill
Davis is 2(X).
"I don't see a whole lot of bigger teams in high school foot-

Friday
Murray vs.
Calloway County
When. 7 30 p rr,
Where: Roy Stewan Stadium
Radio: WFGS 103 7 FM, WAAJ 89'
FM
Series: Tied at 14-14
Records: Murray 1-0 10-0. 1-2A).
Calloway Co 0-1 (0-0, I -4A)
Keys to the game: Murray will need a
big right from its secondary to shut
down Calloway's air attack On offense
the Tigers should be able to exploit
their size advantage through the power
rushing game Calloway's chances
start and end with whether the defensem front can stop Murray's powedul
backs On offense. Calloway needs lo
establish an early rhythm on the short
passing game and be able to run the
ball emyugh to keep the Tigers honest

Series in Review
(Last 10 Games)
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2002
2001
1999
1998

Murray 49 Calloway Co 0
Calloway Co 21 Murray 17
Callow3y Co 27 Murray 21
Calloway Cc 44 Murray 0
Murray 32, Calloway Co 26
Calloway Co 35, Murray 6
Murray 31. Calloway Co 13
CaNoway Co 42 Murray 7
Murray 23, Calloway Co 13
Murray 28, Calloway Co. 14

photos by KYSER LOUGH / Ledger & Times

Calloway County's Josh McKeel (above) and Murray's
Steve Duncan (below) put the Crosstown Classic trophy
on the line Friday night.

ball." says McKee]. "Looking at
that line, you don't see that often.
They're a good solid team that
runs power football and runs it
well."
On paper, it vvould seem
Calloway's greater challenge
Friday would be finding a way to
See CLASSIC,7

Strong kicking game is rivals' common thread
GREIFENKAMP, WARD CARRYING ON MURRAY
TRADMON,SCHWETTMAN ESTABLISHING NEW
ONE NI CALLOWAY
It's the facet of tbotball
that most often gets overhxiked.
But if you're lining up
against Calloway County
or Murray this season. you
can't afford to look past
the kicking game.
In keeping with the
BETWEEN
school's tradition of tumTHE LINES ing out top-level college
and even NFL kickers in
Tommy
the vein of Shane Andrus
Dillard
and Tim Masthay. Murray
has picked up right where it left off after
losing placekicker Jordan Benton to
Campbellsville University last season.

The special teams tradition isn't quite as
strong at Calloway. which will likely' allow
junior kicker and punter Garrett
Schwettman to be recognized as one of the
top legs the school has ever produced by
the time he graduates in 2012.
When Schwettman. Murray kicker
Carson Greifenkamp and punter Alex
Ward step onto the Roy Stewart Stadium
turf together Friday at the Crosstown
Classic. it will be a gathering of some of
the best special teams weapons the region
has to offer.
If you ask Murray coach Steve Duncan.
the kicking game is the reason his team is
sitting at I -0, rather than the alternative.
"It was huge for us against

Madisonville.- he said. "If you would have
told me Carson was going to kick farther
than Jordan Benton, I wouldn't have
believed it. But that guy can kick. He's
going to be the next college kicker to come
fmm Murray.Greifenkamp booted touchbacks on
both his kickoffs Friday and made good on
the Tigers' only extra point of the evening.
Duncan says his junior kicker regularly
hits 47-yard field goals in practice and is
usually spot-on accurate.
Ward, a sophomore who replaces longtime Tiger punter Jeremy Curd may have
saved Murray's fragile 7-(1 lead when he
scooped up a bad snap. handled it. and
booted it all the way to Madisonville's 10yard line, pinning the Maroons deep in
their own temtory
'Those guys have stepped in and filled
the shoes of last year's guys better than I
cotild have expected," Duncan said.
At Calloway.. Schwenman tacked three

It

OVC B

SPORTS

www.murrayledger.com

Murray

INSIDE•
See page 8 for profiles of
Murray's Matt Deese and
Calloway's Keaton
Starks.
points on the board tor the Lakcrs
ith
32-yard field goal Friday night in a losing
effort against Caldwell County.
He attended a showcase camp over the
summer at the University of Alabama. and
in addition to handling kickoffs. field goals
and extra points kir the Laker.. is now the
team's punter as well.
"As far as kickoffs and being able to
crass ihe 30 and have an opportunity to
kick a field goal, he has a huge impact."
says McKeel. "That's definitely an advantage. definitely a weapon.-

•See KICKERS, 7

From IASU Athletics
The Murray State volleyball team will open the 2010
season on the road in
Laramie. Wyo.. to participate
in the Wyoming Invite.
The Racers' first opponent
will tie Southern Utah,
Friday. Aug. 27 at 8 a.m.
(CST). MSU will also face
Northern Arizona Friday at 4
p.m. The Racers will contournament
the
clude
Saturday. with
matches
against Central Arkansas (10
a.m.) and the host Cowgirls
(6 p.m.).
Southern Utah will be
competing in just their second season of volleyball after
starting the team in 2009.
SUU went 9-20 in its first
season, including a 7-12 mark
in The Summit League. Front
that
team.
first
the
Thunderbirds return nine
players and add nine to the
2010 roster.
Northern Arizona opens
the 2010 season after finishing 2009 with an 8-17 record
and a 5-11 mark in the Big
Sky
Conference.
NAU
returns five starters plus its
I ibero from a season ago.
The match will be the second in the all-time series with
the Lumberjacks. NAU
earned a victory in the first
meeting (Sep. 8, 2000) on its
home court.
Central Arkansas is coming off a 27-3 campaign in
20()9, including a 16-0 mark
in the Southland Conference.
CAU retums four of its seven
starters from the championship team.
The Racers and the Sugar
Bears have met on one pervious occasion. with MSU
earning a 3-0 victory Sep. 16,
2006 on a neutral court.
Wyoming finished the
2009 campaign with a 13-18
overall record and 3-13 mark
in the Mountain West.
Wyoming returns all six
starters. but lost its fiber°
from last season.
The Murray State volleyball team finished the 2009
season in the semifinals of tlie
Ohio Valley Conference
Championship and ended the
regular season in fourth
place. To start the 2010 season, the league's coaches and
sports information directors
have chosen the Racers to finish third in the conference.
MSU also had three members on the 2009 All-OVC
Second Team — Jade Guo,
Becca Lamb and Kayleah
Sauer. Sauer also earned the
distinction as the 2(X)9 OVC
Defensive Player of the Year.
All three have again been recognized by their peers as
members of the 2010
Preseason All-OVC Team.
Part of the reason that the
Racers have been picked to
tinish in the top three of the
()V(' is that they will have a
tamiliar look in 2010. The
team returns all but two
members from a year ago and
will lose only one player from
the main rotation. Graduated
senior Cassie Chesney' is the
only starter lost from a season
ago as a defensive specialist.
Fellow senior Kelli Johnson
was the only other loss to the
roster. However, their roles
will be taken over by incoming freshman fiber° Katlyn
Hudson.
Hudson was a four-year
player at Columbus East
High School in Columbus.
Ind.. and also played club for
Hoosierland for the past two
See MSU,7
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SCOREBOARD

Major League Baseball
American League
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
New Y.,- 11M
78 49 514
Tampa Ba
78 49 614
—
Boston
73 55 570 5 12
Toronto
66 60 52411 1'2
Batumi),
45 82 354
33
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
iylmne,ota
—
55 567
Chyagc
68 58 540 3 I/2
Detroit
63 64 496
9
Kansas City
54 73 425
18
Cle,eland
5:1
76 39721 1.'2
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Texas
72 54 571
—
Oakland
63 62 504 8 12
Los Angeles
63 65 492
10
Seartle
50 77 39422 1,2
Wednesday's Games
Kansas City 4 Detroit 3 12 innings
Boston 5 Seattle 3 1st game
L A Angels 12 Tampa Bay 3
Oakland 6 Cleveland 1
Toronto 6 N Y Yankees 3
Seattle 4 Boston 2 2nd game
Texas 4 Minnesota 3
Baltimore 1 Chicago White Sox 2
Thursday's Games
Oakland IMazzaro 6-5) at Cleveland
!Masterson 4-12) 6 05 p m
Detroit iScherzer 9-9) at Toronto
(R Romero 10-7). 6 07 p m
Minnesota (Linen° 11-7) at Texas
ICI Lee 10-7) 7 05 p m

'r!DHSS

it'

H14,,

National League
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Atlanta
73 54 575
—
Philadelphia
70 56 556 2 1 2
F Ionia
63 62 504
9
New York
63 63 500 9 12
Wasnington
20
53 74 417
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
73 54 575
—
Si
,
68 56 548 3 1/2
Milwaukee
59 67 46813 1/2
HOuStOn
57 69 45215 1/2
Chicago
54 74 42219 112
Prhsburgh
43 134 339
30
West Division
W
L Pct GB
San Diego
76 49 608
—
San Francisca
71 57 555 6 1 2
Colorado
66 60 52410 1 2
Los Angeles
65 62512
12
Anzona
49 78 386
28
Wednesday's Games
Colorado 12 Atlanta 10
s
nati
12 San Francisco 11 12
ninnci
,ngn

C

Chicago Cubs 4 Washington 0
Houston 3 Philadelphia 2
Pittsburgh 5 SI Louis 2
Florida 5 N Y Meets 4
L A Dodgers 5, Milwaukee 4
San Diego 9 Anzona 3
Thursday's Games
Houston iW Rodriguez 9-12) at
Philadelphia 1K Kendnck 8-6) 12 05
pm
L A Dodgers IMonastenos 3-4) at
Milwaukee (Gallardo 11-5), 1 10 p
Anzona it Kennedy 7-9i at San Diego
iCorree 10-8) 5 35 p m
St Louis IC Carpenter 14-41 at
Washrngton (Zimmermann 0-0), 6 05
pm
Florida (An. Sanchez 10-8) at N
Mets
Nese 8-5) 6 10 p m

•MSU
From Page 6
seasons. She was a key defensive
threat that helped her prep squad
eam three-straight sectional
titles and allowed her club team
to advance to the I8-and-under
National Championships.
"Having just about everyone
back is a great position to he in
as a coach and for the program...
said
head
coach
David
Schwepker. "Last season we
struggled with a few injuries so I
think it is great that this group
will have a chance to improve on
last year's performance.
"The team left last season not
feeling gtxxl about their performance and they worked really
hard in the spring. They are really hungry to do better this fall,"
added Schwepker.
Racer Arena has been the
home for Racer. volleyball since
1954 and has been a volleyballonly facility since the basketball
teams moved into the Regional
Special Events Center in 1998.
Over the past two years, the athletic department has made it a
priority to give Racer Arena an
upgrade.
In 2009 the old scoreboard in
the center of the gym was
removed and replaced with new
scoretx)ards on each end of the
gym. Banners representing all
OVC teams were also hung from
the rafters and the press box area
was repainted.
This season. fans will see
even more improvements as the
Sport Court has been replaced
with it new wooden floor.
"We are very excited about
the new look for Racer Arena."
Schwepker said. "You can really.
tell that it is Murray State's volleyball facility and I think that it

going to add excitement to our
home matches.
"Now the goal is to keep it an
undefeated floor for as long as
possible." added Schwepker.
MSU soccer starts live
streaming video on OnSports.tv
Friday
Murray
State
Athletics
announced the addition ot
women's soccer to the lineup of
live video streaming of MSU
home games when Racer Soccer
plays their home opener at
Cutchin Field Friday at 2 p.m. in
the Racer Classic.
The game between the Racers
and South Florida and all ot
MSU's home games and Ohio
Valley Conference games will be
streamed
live
through
OVCSports.tv.
"We've been streaming Racer
football and basketball for a few
years and working toward I
streaming more sports, so this is
exciting to be able to add soccer
and volleyball to the lineup,"
MSU Director of Athletics Allen
Warti said. "This will enhance
our soccer program and make it
more visible. W'e plan to have
more sports streamed in the
future."
"Being able to have streaming video of our home matches is
big for our program." MSU head
coach Beth Acreman said. "We
have student-athletes from all
over the world at Murray State.
and that is true of our soccer program too. For our kids from far
away or even here in the states, it
ss be nice for their families and
MSU fans in general to be able
to see the games."
MSU's Sunday 2 p.m. game
with Alabama A&M will be the
second live streaming event.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP) —
The NCAA on Wednesday.
placed the inen.s basketball program a! Morehead State
University on probation for two
years for recruiting violations
related to booster activity.
The eastern Kentucky college
announced the NCAA accepted
Morehead', self-imposed penalties and did not include serious
sanctions.
"We are encouraged from our
own investigation and that the
NCAA also believed the violations did not warrant a postseason ban or forfeiture of any
wins." said Brian Hutchinson.
The Kentucky Reign 14-under fastpitch softball team recently completed the 2010
director of intercollegiate athletics.
season as the top-ranked team in Kentucky and the sixth-ranked team in the United
Morehead State president
States. according to the USGF rankings, with a 30-9 record. In eight tournaments,
Wayne Andrews said in the
the Reign won four tournament titles (USGF Kentucky Summer Brawl, USGF Road
statement that coach Donnie
to the World Series, USGF Play It Again Sports and the Lone Oak Hot August Bash).
Tyndall, the 2007-2008 Ohio
They also had two runner-up finishes(USGF West Tennessee Fall State Tournamert
Valley Conference coach of the
and the USGF Tennessee State Tournament). Members of the team include. front
year, accepted full responsibility
row, from left; Elizabeth Grogan (Murray), Karlee Humphrey (Paducah), Ashlyn
for the violations. This will be
Stalls (Murray), Racnel Todd (Mwray), Jessie Lamb (Metropolis, Ill.), arid Prestley
his fifth season with the Eagles.
Blane (Dover, Tenn.). Middle row, from left: Emily Jenkins (Paducah). Kelsey
Morehead State finished last
season 24-11 overall and 15-3 in
Douglas (Murray), Jese Vinson (Dover, Tenn.). Caitlyn York (Benton), Lexie Harper
the OVC. In 2009. Ty.ndall led
(Vienna. III.), and Gracyn McBride (Metropolis, Ill.). Back row: coaches Danette
the Eagles to their first OVC
Humphrey, David Humphrey. Joe York. and manager Rick Grogan.
title and NCAA tournament bid
in 25 years. but they lost in the
second round.
Andrews said Morehead's
self-imposed penalties included
Fort Campbell (to Tennessee's plays on Friday anti defended 30,
the loss of one scholarship; tem- From Page 6
porary reductions in recruiting put points on the board against a Christ Presbyterian Academy) wearing down players such as
Keaton Starks, Josh Friedrich
days. visits and telephone calls; Murray defense that shut out anti Louisville DeSales.
Murray was able to stuff and Shawn Thompson.
and a permanent ban from Madisonville last week.
The Mamons averaged just Madisonville's inside rushing
A running game effective at
recruiting student athletes in all
the clock and
sports from the Nia School in 2.4 yards per carry in their wing- attack early. and Duncan lauded managing
T
ground
game,
but the play of his defense. specifi- increased depth are both factors
Newark. N.J.
"We have begun to imple- Madisonville did have some suc- cally linemen Robert Olive, that could have quelled that
ment changes in our compliance cess through the air, completing Robbie Jones, Rodney Skinner fatigue. McKee! says.
"We've got to have more guys
programs that will enable us to 50 percent of their passes for and Anthony Banderas and linebackers Matt Deese and Alex step up. but you're talking alx)ut
move forward with confidence 100-plus yards.
While still plenty athletic, Stephens.
83 pass plays," he said. 'That's
and avoid incidents of this type
The Maroons' inability to run quite a few reps for anybody. But
Murray's secondary' was one of
in the future... Andrews said.
the areas of greatest graduation the ball inside against the Tigers we've got to get in better condidoesn't bode well for Calloway, tion, and cooler weather will help
loss from 2009's staunch unit.
And after watching tape of which averaged just 2.3 yards that out."
Calloway's season-opening loss per carry against Caldwell
Murray. on the other hand,
MLB: PIRATES 5,
to Caldwell County last week, in Friday.
seemed to get stronger as the
"We need some guys up front game went on. at least defensivewhich sophomore quarterback
CARDINALS 2
Tyler Greer threw for close to to allow us to establish that run ly. The defense bent but didn't
300 yards, Murray coach Steve game," McKeel said. -Trying to break on several occasions. and
Duncan's concerns this week run against Murray will be a Deese came up with the gamehave centered around a passing challenge in itself, but we need to winning sack.
attack that will give his defensive try to establish some consistency.
"All WC talk about is not givbackfield its first true test this and that starts with our offensive ing up the touchdown or the long
line."
season.
ball." Duncan says. "Vv'e might
Defensively, Calloway played bend some. and that's what we're
-1 had heard that Calloway
PITTSBURGH (AP) — The was really down this year," said well against Caldwell, limiting going to have to do Friday
St. Louis Cardinals have seven Duncan. "Believe me. they're the visitors to just one offensive night."
more games remaining on this not. 1 believe they have one of touchdown through the first three
But as good as Murray's 'D'
road trip, all against losing- the best quarterbacks around in quarters before fatigue got to the was last Friday. it was far from a
Tyler Greer. He would start for Lakers.
perfect game for the Tigers on
record teams.
Calloway may have more offense. The black and gold
most teams. and they have some
Uh oh.
trouble, however, with the power gained just 81 yards on the
Daniel McCutchen pitched really good receivers."
There's no question about it, rushing attack of Murray than ground and averaged 3.3 per
six shutout innings for his third
victory as a major league starter, however, Duncan's Tigers enter Caldwell's spread, considering carry.
"We had some holes we were
Neil Walker tripled with the Friday night as heavy favorites. the Lalsers' struggles against a
bases loaded and the Pittsburgh The winner will take the lead in similiu- attack from Reidland in running into." Duncan said."Our
Pirates dealt the Cardinals the all-time series, which cur- their scrimmage two weeks ago. blocking broke down some on
Against Caldwell, McKee] the back side. not at the play side.
another damaging loss by win- rently sits knotted at 14.
With its victory over said he especially noticed late- anti we had sotne penalties that
ning 5-2 on Wednesday night.
Dropping their fourth con- Madisonville. Murray further game weariness take over in his really shot ourselves in the foot
secutive series against a losing- legitimized itself as 2A title con- secondary, most of the members on offense. We've got to better
record team, the Cardinals fell 3 tenders, especially considering of which are also receivers on on offense and quit making silly..
1/2 games behind Cincinnati in the week zero losses suffered by offense. Calloway ran 53 pass mistakes."
the NL Central. St. Louis also
remained a game back in the NL
wild card race.
The Pirates. on pace to lose From Page 6
stick, but if we're outside that and players as well. Is there a position
more than 1(X) games, had lost
McKee' says he tcels comfon- we need to take a chime, we def- on the soccer field more con13 of 15 before beating St. able turning to Schwetunan as initely. don't mind giving
him a ducive to producing football
Louis on successive nights. soon as his offense reaches the shot. He's got an extremely
long kickers'?
Walker, a rookie batting .325 30-yard line, and that he would leg. arid he impmved
over the
Apparently not. Schwettman
since July 17, also drove in let him try deeper field goals if summer...
is the leader of Calloway's
three runs as Pittsburgh won 4-3 the situation was right.
Schwettman. Greifenkamp defense while Ward is one of
on Tuesday.
"The 30 is a good measuring and Ward are all varsity soccer Murray's top goal-scsring threats.
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Deese coming into Starks bringing work
own as defensive force ethic back to Calloway
Rt

ING BACK, LINEBACKER FRI E DOL BEL IHREAT

Prior to last Friday. Matt
Deese was known chiefly' as a
running back. one whose bruising style would
gotten
hav e
1,(XX)
him
y ards as a junior last season
bad he not
rnssed several
games due to a
broken hand.
Deese
But after a
mousier defensive game by.
Deese, a linebacker. and a finalminute play in which he sacked
Ntadisonville quanerback Tray
Carr. putting an end to a lastditch scoring threat. he may be
better known as a defensive play-

a

RICKY MARTIN

Cf.

file photo

"After last week. I've been Murray senior running back Matt Deese follows his blockwatching a lot of Ray Lewis er in last year's Class 2A quarterfinal playoff game
against Fort Campbell at Ty Holland Stadium. Deese is
videos, arid ifs gotten me pretty
psy ched up." he said. laughing.
becoming a force on defense as well at linebacker.
The pmspect of having Deese quarterback
W th Duncan last
up. but riov that he's the quarter healthy for an entire season is year
but is going to man the posi- back. I guess he has more of an
enough to 80 head coach Steve tion
alone this season.
authority role in the offense. It's
Duncan pretty. stoked as well.
The Ledger & Times sat down pretty cool because we played litHe has attracted injuries, with Matt to discuss
the sack tle league and everything togeththanks in pan to his run-straight- everyone
is talking about. as well er. but I never really thought
ou style on offense, but
as his relationship with his broth- about high school with him. It's
Duncan anti the staff have er
and his hopes for the season.
fun just to be out there with him
equipped him with hand pads
L &T: Were you surprised how anti spend time with him.
and are hoping he can play a
well you played defensively last
L & T: Kendall is small. You
complete senior season.
week as a team?
are big. Has it always been that
"He draws lots of contact."
MD: I wouldn't say we were way'?
Duncan says. "He's very physi- surprised.
but definitely excited.
MD: Yeah. He was always a
cal, and sometimes it takes five (Madisonville)
has a really good basketball player, but he's tumed
or six guys to bnng him down.
offense, and we just focused on it into a pretty good football player.
It's a physical game he brings."
all week. Coach Duncan and He knows how to hit now.
Deese carried for 944 yards coach
Boone really had us preL & T: Do you have any famiand 13 touchdowns as a junior.
pared.
ly roots in football'?
splitting the bulk of the carries
L & T: Talk about the sack and
RIR My dad played football
with Brandon Wicks. This year,
what you saw.
and had an offer from Vanderbilt
he'll join with fellow senior
MD: When they went trips. before he got injured his senior
Chnstian Duncan to form a thuncoach Boone told me to go ahead year. Other than that. most of my
der and lightning comlx) in
and go. I saw they weren't bring- family' played basketball.
Murray's backfield.
ing anybody to block me. so I
L & 7: What do you do for fun
The 240-pounder will also get was
pretty excited when I saw I away from football?
to take hand-offs from his brothhad a free shot at him.
MD: I like to play chess. I've
tr. quarterback Kendall Deese,
L & T: Is your relationship never really gotten into it on the
on a more regular basis this sea- with
Kendall typical of a big school chess team, but it's really
son.
brother-little brother?
fun.
Kendall, a junior, split time at
MD: I used to always beat him
— Tommy Dillard

RECEIVER, SAFETY HAS LAKERS ON SAME PAGE
When Calloway County head
coach Josh McKee! is asked
what makes Keaton Starks special. he doesn't
talk about the
-enior
wide
receiver's sure
liands or ability
ri, make plays
in the open
tield.
Instead. he
Starks
mentions leadership.
And McKee! wants to make
one thing clear — he isn't talking
about leadership because Starks
is a senior, and that's what
coaches are supposed to say
about seniors.
Coming off a disappointing
2009 season in which the head
coach says senior leadership
never truly developed, watching
Starks is a breath of fresh air fOr
McKee'.
"He s brought the work ethic
back to leadership." he says. "He
puts in the extra hours. He's not
afraid to train after everyone else
is done. He's one of those guys
that's a true follow-me leader.
"He's one of those that isn't
going to tell you what to do. he's
going to show you what to do.
He'll be the one to do the extra
rep. He's going to lead the
sprints. He does all those things."
What Starks also does is catch
passes. He caught eight in last
Friday's week zero loss to
Caldwell County, most of which
were short routes, for 48 yards.
The Lakers' leading retuming
receiver, he's serving as a mentor
to the rest of what is a talented
but inexperienced receiving
corps and defensive backfield.
Defensively. he nms the secondary' from the free safety position after starting at cornerback
last season.
Offensively. he provides the
experience and wisdom of a senior for still-green sophomore
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Calloway County senior wide receiver Keatcn Starks
weaves his way around a Caldwell County defender after
catching a pass during last week's game at Jack D. Rose
Stadium.
Greer.
"I think he helps with Tyler's
comfort level," says McKeel."A
lot of Motball is about being in
rhythm. knowing what each
other is going to do. These guys
all work well together behind
Keaton's leadership. They throw
extra and they get out on the
weekends and do things. His
leadership as far as that goes has
helped us get where we arc
now."
The Ledger & Times recently.
sat down with Starks for a short
Q&A ahead of Friday's
Crosstown Classic.
L & T: What is it about the
Crosstown Classic that gets you
excited'?
Kfc It's a rivalry. I'm friends
with a lot of Murray players).
and they like to talk a lot of
smack. They. always have, even
when they've iost. It would be
fun to go out and try to beat
them
L & T: I know you worked a
lot with Tyler Greer over the
summer on off-time. What other
quarterback Tyler

extra things did you do to help
this team get ready for the season'?
KS: Instead of just having our
own little groups. we tried to
invite people to bond and get
closer. In the four years I've been
here. I think this is a closer team
than any I've been part of. We
just have to figure out how to put
it all together on the field. I think
anybody who watched the game
last week can see we have talent.
LAT: What do you do for fun
away from football?
KS: I like to play basketball,
just for fun, not really to show
my skills.
L & T: Did you know what
kind of leader you wanted to be
coming into your senior year, or
did you put some thought into it?
KS: I just looked at it, saw
what the guys before me had
done. and tned to build on it and
make it better. 1 just thought
back. starting off from my freshman year, about how people led.
and I could put it all together.
--- Tommy Dillard
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Murray Main Strew
Public Meeting
Aufeust 30, 2010
6:(X) p
pm
Robert 0 Miller Conference Center
201 S 4th Street
This is a community workshop to get public
input fur the new Murray Main Street/City
of Murray Streetscape Master Plan for the
area of the Rail Road Tracks East to 16th
Street West and ()live North to Elm South.
For questions. please contact Deana Wright
Murray Mani Street at 270-759-0474
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CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS for sale al
Tends-N-Treasures &
Heart of Hazel. Dr Joe
Fuhrmann, owner,
appraises 8 buys
coins. 270-753-4161

would like to take this

opportunity to e‘tend our thanks to all who visited, pr.ayed oi
otherwise supported

llS

durins het recent illness and death. We

appreciate the care she received from the .MCCFi ER and CCLI
staff and Drs. Bob Hu3he.s and Christopher King. Our utmost
thanks go to the Locust Grove Baptist Church for providrns food
Ind the mans, acts of kindness. We would also like to thank Bro. H.,.
Shipley for the service, Robert Houston, Margaret Richter and
Sharon Pierceall for the music. and Mike Garland at the I.H.
Churchill Funeral Fiorne for his guidance during our time of need. A
Memorial Fund lia.s been established at the Hickory Woods

020
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idy for the sea-

he Family of Maxine
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Ledger & Times, nor
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oommate
Wanted
2 females looking for
roommate.
Private
bath, large closets. al
appliances, C/H/A,
$275/mo +
month
deposit.
Available
immediately. 618-6367159
OGO
Lost and Found
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we II
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916
MeV Warted
BEST Western current
ly hiring for expen
enced afternoon desk
staff and night audit
Apply in person at
1503 N 12th Street
C.A. Jones
Management Group is
hinng for the following
position
Customer Service
Representative
Please submit your
resume to
careers0chuck:ones net
and visa
www chuckiones net
for a complete Job
description
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Bv default.
klurray arid local job
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Contributions may be

Times Please call
us if ythl have any
question, regarding
the Murray area
ioh timings Thank you
FULL-TIME
Janitor
Position
available
FAust he able to Lift
have knowledge of
Buffers Shampooers
& Basic Handyman
Skills Apply in person
at 1505 Stadium View
Dr.
EOE
LEARN TO PREPARE
INCOME TAX
RETURNS: Positions
available: Persons
needed to
prepare income tax
returns. Seasonal
employment. We will
train. Call 270-7539204
or if no answer call 1270-437-4531.
LPN/RN Full-time 2p
10p. Apply in person at
Green
Acres
HealthCare, 402 W.
Farthing, Mayfield KY.
OFFICE work and
bookkeeper for small
business. Must have
expedence with computers and Quicken
program. 12-15 hours
per week. Must have
transportation. $7.55
per hr. plus gas
allowance.
Shroat
Developer.
Call
Jennifer 489-2965 or
270-978-6312 leave
message.
PRACTICAL Dental
Assisting .
Registration is now
open Class begins on
Sept
11.
2010
Classes are scheduled
on Saturdays for 11
weeks Allowing you to
keep your present lob.
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career
Most Dental Assistants
have everimgs. weekends and holidays off
and
Information
forms
Registration
available
al
www bohledental con,
or call our office 270
442-0256 Financing
available Enrollment
limited;
TITLE Clerk/ F8I assistant wanted Prefer title
experience
work
strong computer skills
and strong communication skills to deal wrth
public 40 hours per
week
$9 00 hour
Send resume to PO
Box 1040-G Murray
KY 42071
TOM'S Grille Now hiring experienced cooks
Apply in person after
lpm at 1501 N 12th
St

Close Outs

Stlit

Overstocks

The M.xxine Houston Activities Fund.

t actor), Seconds

c/o Hickory Woods Retirement Center,
27a-767-1900
702 N. 12th St
Murray

84 lItterback Rd, Murras. KY 42o7I.
Her Loving Family.
Phil, Lisa, Rex Houston, Annette & Lindsey Baccus. April Tsbor
Amanda Hopper & Susan Phillips

ANALEMMA ANYONE/

411C MUITay Ledger
&

FOR SALE: China
Cabinet, $150. 270293-6266
LP Vent-less Stove.-2
Oak Twin Beds. 1 Full
Bedroom Set 270-43E6380
rviattress Sale

Retirement C.'enter to assist in the activities for the residents

Making one couldn't be easier using our patent
ed, no stress. technology free device. Use it ic
your back yard, office, school. etc. (anywhere
the sun shines). It tracks and record the earth s
movement. Make your own, suitable. for framing, analemrna It's rewarding and very educa
pedect for grand parent/grand child
protect Possibly We's last simple pleasure
Money back guarantee
Send cash, check. or money order of $20.00
plus $5.00 S&H ($25.00) to Earth Tracker, PC
Box 13'73, FutIon KY 42041. 731-796-1516
06
Itip RAMC

Kelp Warted

ikaffir
Bntthaven of Benton is currently accepting
applications for State Registered Nursing
Assistants We offer competitive wages
and an excellent benefit package
Apply In person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton.
K Y 42025 EOE'AAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE EOFJAAE

'

til‘

Britthaven of Benton is currently
accepting applications for a full-timc
afternoon LPN position We also offer dr
excellent benefit package. Must be licensed
in the State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOEYAAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Lire Murray Ledger & Times has a full-time
circulation

clerk

position

Exceptional

interpersonal and communications skills are
required. Send resume to P.O. Box 1040-T.
Murray, KY 42071. No

phone calls.

Interested applicants must apply by resume
only: interviews vest! be granted to qualified
applicants AFTER resumes are reviewed
Absolutely no on-the-spot intemews leill be
Ondlieled.
MI air %1
LEDGER &

RECEPTIONIST
Chiropractic
office
seeking
Front-desk
Receptionist who is
confident, has exceptional skills dealing with
people, ability to multitask witn a high level of
energy and motivation
Responsibilities
overseeing
include
front office, to include
but not limited to
answering
phomscheduling. interacting
with
patients
clerical, administrative
work, some computer

DEPENDABLE
and
honest single Mom
needs work; Will do
house cleaning, windows, yard work, run
errands, sit with ill or
elderly, house srt. walk
your dog. etc. Have references. 210-873-2051
or 270-227-7537.
KY Registered Child
Care Provider has
openings for children
ages 6 months to 5
years.
Reasonable
Rates; Call 270-2930374

MDM COMPUTERS
Service.,Sales
RepairsUpgracies
759.3556

1

ent lo Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th
Murray

available

Applicant must have computer knowledge
anti be able to multi-task.

Childcare
Provider
available M-F 7am 6pm, in your home Of
mine Provider has 15
Years expenence and
an educational background
tn
Child
Development
Call
270-761-5326
Christian Childcare
Center now enrolling
ages
1-5
years
Located at 810 Whitnell
by Neon Beach. Full
time rate is $110/wk.
Part-time
rate
is
$23/day with a 2 day
minimum
270-767.1177

TIMES

knowledge excellent
time
management
skills and the ability to
perform expected tasks
without
supervision
Call 270-759-1116 from
8 am to 5 pm MonThurs

Domestic & Childcare

j

WILL clean houses
or offices
Reasonable rates
270-978-2194

GOOD used air conditioner. stove. refrigera•
tor. electric & gas
heater, storm windows
753-4109
GOOD USED TREADMILL. 270-753-5838.
270-293-6608
Is()
Articles
For Sale
2000 Goff-Cart, loaded.
perfect
condition,
$2,500 080. 270-7594712
ALL new Queen pillowtop mattress set. still in
piastre, with warranty.
$170 Full Size mattressbox spnng brand
new, still in package.
$140 Brand name
King pillow -top mattress set, new in plastic. warranty, Must Sell,
$280
Great Deal,
NASA Memory Foam
never
mattress set
used. $350
Brand
name Twin mattress
set • still in plastic.
$120 Can Deliver,
270-210-0616
BERMUDA
Square
Bales out of the bam
$4 50 each 270-2935381

DUPLEX for Rent
Very nice large
2 bedroom. 2 bath
completely
duplex,
remodeled,
central
hear
and
air,
washer/dryer, all appliances furnished. great
location. no pets. no
smoking, $625 00 per
month, one year lease.
deposit and references
required 753-5719

WASHER
&
dryer
istackable and regular)
Case tractor(801 81,
real estate lots Will
consider trades 7534109. 227-1546

APPlemti
LARGIE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WAMELELISINS
61151 South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
Dusk*
Kimball Artist Spine
Piano. $500 080. 270759-4336 leave message
Used alto saxophonebest offer Call atter
4 00 293-1669
DAM Homes For SW
14)(70 Atlantic, 2BR.
2BA on 2 acres New
Concord area 270-227-1500 or 270-2271515
1997 Fleetwood 16x70,
2BR, 2BA. excellent
condition
270-9789819 or 270-703-7634
2001,
3BR, 2BA,
Fleetwood
28'x44
334-585-0901 ask for
Betty
2BR & Lot, $12.900
270-753-6012

NICE 2 bedroom no
pets 753-9866
320
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray
Lease arc, deposit
required. 753-4109
1BR apartment & I
room efficiency apartment, near campus,
available now. No pets,
No smoking Call 271)753-5980
1BR. price reduced.
various
locations.
Coleman
RE 7539898.
2 BR duplex, all appliances. no pets, Murray.
270-753-0259.
4BR, CIFI/A, all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898
1st Full Mo Aein Free
callowa;4 Garden
Emelt pout),
1partments

Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel We
pay the electric bill
water. trash, and furnish ail appliances
including washer
dryer Only $550,mo
You won't find a nicer
or cleaner apartment,
(270)492-8211

NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Ants
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1 800-648-6056

Livisdoet Swaim

6,000 souare foot, full'
equipped restaurare
available for lease
Located
water
Kentucky Oaks Maii
this unit offers both at
exterior and interior
Mall entrances and sits
from
across
the
Cinemark
Theaters
For more informatior
please contact Chris
Connors at 330-747266 1

HAY
4 Vanettes
Square & Round

-Stall or PasTure
S125 mo
HaippcKfc1Prt
,
•
10 rates.ea
of Ivir.ii'mv
,iti
'2 70 '29.5

1 ,
711 ,

PRE-CITY WIDE
SALE
1409 OAKHILL DR.
SATURDAY
7:00-7
Desktop computer
w/LCD monitor, 2
large T.V.'s.
Electronics,
Recumbent workout
bike, Furniture.
Glassware,
Household items,
Much More;

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
Miniature
Dachshund puppies.
full blooded,10 wks
old Parents on site
753-6619
227-3016

GARAGE SALE

Nice 1BR, furnished
apartment for rent.
270-753-3474

1202 PEGGY ANN
THURSDAY & FRIDAY ONLY
Furniture, toys, Christmas items.

I

clothes. craft items, mirrors, John Deere
tractor. & much more

& 4BR Houses.
Lease
&
Deposit
Required.
270-7534109
3BR. 1.5BA. garage &
workshop, stove. dishwasher
no
pets
Murray 270-753-0259.

10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity

3BR. 1 5BA. in New
Concord, private set
ting wi'd hook ups
$500/mo + deposit. references required 2272082

24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behinc.1 Murray Business Center

75329(4

LARGE 4bd, 2ba, hardwood floors. dishwasher stove fridge, washer, dryer hook-ups, ceiling tans. central air/
gas heat, fireplace.
large deck. fenced
back yard, large 2-car
garage, water and
trash inciuded $925 1 year lease, references
and deposit required
Call (270) 873-4791

I

FutreIi Farms

Dachshund Puppies
Vs° each Cash Only
270-705-6527

Large
2BR, Most
Utilities Paid. No Pets.
1.5 miles from MSU
$550/mo. Call 270767-9037
LARGE 3BR apt.
newly remodeled, on
campus. C/I-I/A. W&D
$550 water, sewage 8
trash furnished, no
pets. 293-3710 2934600

I

Call 270-753-B848
before 8:00pm

Pots Supplies

ze
nits
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

J
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU S20-50
'53 7668

Find out what's'
happening
this summer...

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

subscribe to the
MURRAY

LEDGER&TIN1ES
I Home Deliver"
Local Mail
IC:Onus,
I 3 mo.
130.00
-S3SAIII
I 6 mo.
S5c.00 3 too.
-.363.N
I I yr.........-.3105.00 6 ma.
1 yr.
$110.110

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-556'2.

Kest of KYrTN
loinsrat 8 F.1,kW,I

3 mo
6 mo..

I 606 Diuguid Ihi‘c
I BR & 2BR Nei,
270-75345%
TDB I -14011-545- I 833
Ext. 2fLT
gar

Prue For &Intl

FOR Rent Commercial
Building on South 4ti
Street Contact Pam
1502-314-8326)
/or
details

LARGE 2BR, 2BA.
C/H/A, I 5 blocks from
MSU.
$425
plus
deposit
Reterences
required
492-8069.
970-8412

340
Houses For Rent

VISA
Nommi

J&I RENTLTS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
( Of Viet off 121 S & Glendfalt
10110125 MI5 S40
1270i 436-2524
1270) 293-006
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
.Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

$70.50
$90.00
$120.00

I Nr

Cheek

All Other Mail
Sulvicriptions
575.00
moi
6 Me.
S%.00
1 yr.
$145.00

Money Order

Visa

WC

Name
I St Address

__

Citv
I State

Zip

Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon v.ith payment to

I

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, K1' 42071
(It call (2701 753-1916

-

CLASSIFIEDS

10 • Ihursday. August 26, 2010
46P
Homes For Sae
PRE-MOVIING
SALE
410 OAKCREST
EAST Y SUBDW.
SATURDAY
7:00-2:00
Furniture Dishes.
o'lectibles Redlin
Prints Ducks
Unemiteo PrintS
Lena Liu Prints.
Toys Fishing Stuff,
Kids Clothing &
,
•,i-oes Some old
p New'
YARD SALE
OLD CITY PARK
FRIDAY
Mississippi Mud.
Batman & Princess
Twin Bedding Set.
Hope Chest.
Bookcase. Magazine
Rack Towels.
Comfoders Area
Hugs. Shoes. Lots
Kitchen Items.
Jeans Car Seat
TRAVELING PANTS
CLEARANCE SALE
1701N. 12TH ST
270-753-5007
THURS -SAT.
7 00-6:00
SUNDAY
11:00-4:00
Clothing. Home
Decor. Furniture,
Everything outside
$1 00
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5 minute. from Paris Landing State Park
From Part.. IN: take 11411 791 aeress Paris
Landing Stale Park bridge. go to iNd Parks
Landing Rd. turn right. .07 miles to River Trace
[arise. turn right. 3 miles to Auction site.
t CTIO'S WTI)OS SETE
Signs will he posted.
IFee mere info/pictures visit OUf Wth•iite:
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New 24
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.

FOR

BC Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

ha‘t•
Rirtbk,
louttng

MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

(00Luit gaV141-4 aUdit141 S
YQUIT Auctioneer Pe, E state BrDker
200 Adkins Lane • PU0 ear TN 38251
Telephone i 731 247-3764
Doug Taylor Aucticineer(Brolier
Tn Lrc *2027 Ky Lic *RP7209 Firm *1782
"Taylor Made Auctions Are Better

Fielax. enjoy charming
KY Lake-front home
3Bli, 2BA. all appliances, storage building, private boat dock
on main channel For
viewing phone 27°293-3818, 270-7534095. 270-293-2153
TO view all homes in
Calloway County go to
ce.mpbellrealty.com

k

YZ85 $1.200. 660
Rhino $4.500. 27°436-6380
2008 Kawasaki Vulcan
900CC. 1.100 miles.
$5,000, Call 270-2279518

1.004 1.11.
tornt.tted
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TF.RNIti (1/til/ITIOSS Real 1•••laor
•en at in Ion AM,
,Ir- de,n
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A111,01 la
tred front

Sport Welty Vehicles
1995 Jeep Wrangler,
4/cyl
5/sp
143,000/mi . stereo,
tires. & wheels sharp
Call 270-227-0111

ron MORE INFORMATION CONTACT

gcuile4 audio's.s .

Used Cars

yolifl Auctioneer 8 Real Estate Broker
200 Adkins Lane • Puryear TN 38251
reiephone (731)247-3784
Cloug Taylor, Auctioneer/Broker
Tn Lir *2027 Ky
OPP7209 Firm 41782
"Taylor Made Auctions Are Setter

awralance with Flit

Advertrang require-

ment. ,..thatt
AA (ourwel
Rene %Nam 111‘1A4M.1,11111

I•1I•.•• MUMS

Lake Property
AMERICA'S Greatest
LAND BARGAIN!
Kentucky Lake
Depression-like pricing has spurred bnsk
sales,
incredible opportunity
to own a beautifully
wooded. estate-size
homesrte overlooking
spectacular 160.000
acre recreational lake
in Kentucky. Enjoy
endless boating. fishing
and skiing wi your
family miles of tranquil
walking trails. shimmering sunsets &
priceless
memones Includes
paved road frontage w,'
all utilities completed.
Fully buildable when
yuu are ready. Bank
will finance with little
money
down &?easy terms
Come see why almost
500 people have
bought - even in these
tougn times Call me
now for a FREE map
8 pictures plus a nopressure guided tcur
1-800-704-3154,
x 3574
[
Ital
Lots For We
1414
Oakhili
Dr
Campbell
Estates
145x17511. perfect tc•
walkout
basemen!
270-759-5469 ru 27c
978-0876

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hollandmptorsales com
270-753-4461

ESTATE AUCTION

200-i F-O'rd Tai-irus SE,
cold air, all power, new
ares. highway miles,
$4.995. Excellent condition. 270-759-3305
03 Honda Accord LX.
condition,
excellent
100K miles $8.000.
270-331-3291
2000 Toyota Camry
approx. 151,000-mdes,
excellent
condition,
$4.900-obo. 270-4748767
1980 Mercedes 450SL
convertible. silver. both
tops. 1997 Lincoln
Mark vIll black coupe,
sunroof,
loaded.
chrome Local cars
Gorgeous,
$6.000
each. See at 1014
Sharpe Call 404-3131051.

SATURDAY. AUGUST 28. 2010- 9:00 A.M.
HENRI'. TN- 1820 Herrondale East Rd.
Fronri downtown Paris, 1N AV. NArrod Street
becomes HMI'54 S. 5.3 miles Gum Springs Rd..
turn left. 1.8 miles stay straight on Tyson Rd.
1.4 miles to Hernindale East. turn right. 0.7
miles to Auction site.
Selling Real Estate and Person.7I Property for the
Joseph M. McIntosh Estate
t For more info/pictures visit our website:
www.doustaleratateassaniandier_;
anuitnizip.com auctioneer#108231
elm.Est ut: I ;100.g 2210,
horn, r,
betlf00111, 2 S Kan. hig Jen.
oh fir:plai..
kilLM:11.itkak "IRON, A. panim. dining roorn. unlit) .14,
tentral heal &
2 tat gatage Foy,
421 sti stone
211 7 at re
, %fin small mitt Led
lake
ern

rilMil

iornis For Sale

14 ood awn
Avenue
3BR. I BA,
$74000
Mike Conley
Broker
270.293.3232
3BR. *IBA, with :arge
shop North of Murray
753-0531
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ESTATE AUCTION

MI

4 -arit4za•ri )

SATURDAY, August 28 AT 10:00
3357 Airport Road
At the home of
Mrs. Myrtha Elaine Collins

I

A nice 4 piece bedroom suite. nice foyer table. quilt rack, 4 tear
table, plant stand, wing back chair, spindle back rocker. swindle
chair. glider chair, table lamps & lamp tables, drafting table, drop
in oven & surface unit, punch bowl set. Harmony house china,
Libbey glasses, hard back books, hand & yard tools, old children's
toys, a large lot of items from the attic. Lot of parking & chairs
with shade.
Not responsiblefor accidents
Lunch Available
For more information and your auction needs phone:

JAMIES.R. CAS .,
alc
-;sitizzlikatAra,,

m

DAN MILLER (270)435-4144. DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
TERRY D. PASCHALL 767-9223 AUCTIONEERS
www.danmillerauctioneer.com
"My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays-

Handyman Work
.
Subs. Repatrs:
. Hdme. Auto
Plumbing Carpentry.
Light Etectricat
Yards. &
f•Auch More
.
No Job TOP

_.ad

, TREE SEIMCE •
kISPred."Re*able' •
- 11.0erfeWilik• •
• IF
TM* Sttirrip. Fisrrvarat',.
Greth77Cr-293-44139".'
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• vAr.714Nt '

Mt P-t • I • . • • ,111* Ill Pi
!
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'I'14
41a11#141LYI

(ESTATE AucrioN
NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!
Sat. Sept. 11th, At 10:CM A.M.
"777e C7rvel ElcartAers Estate"
1135 Paradise Rd, Grand Rivers, KY
From 1-24. Exit 31 "Srnahlancl-Grand Rivers
Exit" Take Hwy 453 Northwest 3.8 Miles To
Hwy 93. Turn Right, Proceed 3/10 Mile To
Hwy 866 "Paradise Rd". Turn Lett. Proceed
Northeast 4.7 Miles....East Of Paducah, KY

`MITCHELL
.EfROS.
PAVING
*Asphaltenstaha LC,
•

' Jaceb
270-9Z8-0278

CHASE Futrell LawnCare. 8yrs. exp. 293E1814

& tAraIntenanCe

Per-ral
(
4°
270)7
'
5x9.0
_

Looki

08FIYASTRE.E&DEBRIS
!"LoCatly owhed "and operated • Free Estirriales
• Luc & Ins
270-71)3-1021
270-703-4005 ,
Johhny 0"Bryan

ROOFING Licensed
and
fully ire.ured
Adam's
Home
improvement
270-227-2617
THE Murray Leoger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
,-±re behoved to be rep,iable. The Murray
..edger & Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibiltv whatsoever for their
.ctivities
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Horoscope

WILL remove Dead
Trees R. Shrubs. 4354645.

Ward Elkirfs
270-753-1713
•

by Jacqueline Biller

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
***** Detach and get away
Friday, Aug. 27. 2010:
from what might be a ritualistic
This year. you will be chalapproach_ YOu need to break
lenged once more to walk a new
past former barriets. A novel
In 6 Tracts And In Combinations
path and give up what is no approach will open doors. Be
BEAUTIFUL BOTTOM FARMLAND
longer
workable. Financial
willing to change courses, even ,f
Good Marketable TIMBER
changes remain on the horizon. you re nervous. Take a risk,
Como Make Y011r Cruise
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
but you will have the whereGREAT II LI Al T I IV G
withal to handle them. Do avoid **** Be smart and let somesiet 2 - 54 Ace.' - Tract 3 - 56 Acres
'1;risking emotionally and finan- one you trust handle a personal
Traci 4 - 52 Acres . Tract 5 - 111 Acres - Ttaet 5 - 5 Acne
cially. It is one issue to let go of matter. This person has proven
Just Minutes From 1-24 & Kentucky Dam
him- or herself trustworthy over
what isn't working; it is another
Tract 1 - 1 Acre Old lecineplace Setting
and over YOU could be more difissue to take wild risks. If you
Phis A 3 Bedroom, 2 Bath Modular Home
ficult than you realize A risk right
are single. date for a while
ate Or Cserairros With Tract 1
Offend
now is not a good idea.
before even considering that a
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
bond
is forever. If you are ***** Others want to fun with
Located 3 Mlles East Of Denton, KY Or Hwy 408
attached,
the ball, You rnight question what
ignite
Offered In One Tract - Mca PAW Tract!
passions
To De Auctioned At nee Grand Rivers Farm
Knowing'which fires to quench is enough personally with a cer5..-, Clown Kith A Allnknum Deposft -.'''
7--- 157could be strategic. ARIES push- tain situation. You might need to
0Q_SS,000.00 Per Tract, Balance tr, 30 Days!
make an adjustment. You could
es your buttons but can be helpNo Buyer's Premium
../
be a bit more cynical or distant
ful.
Visit uiki we siv.ilaimieisricsesh.coiree
than you realize.
For Now Survey And Tract Retails!
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21)
Tractors - Hay Equipment - Trucks
The Stars Show the Kind of ***
Though you might feel a
Dozers - Backhoe - Tools
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: bit down, rethink a decision with
Airstream Camper -- Automobiles
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; care. Try not to make a point
To Be Sold Atter The Real Estate
I -Difficult
right now, somehow a conversaWatch For Detailed List!
tion could backfire A meeting
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
could feei awkward
**** The Moon in your sign SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
gives you an edge. even when ***** Stay on target with a
FARM. KY- 270-623-8466
-The Sellin Machine:'
dealing with a cold, difficult perproject. You are unusually creson You could be uncomfortable ative. Funnel this energy into
with what is coming up at the
work, knowing you want to get
630
LEARN TO FLY
workplace You cannot count on
out of the door. Delay a meeting
Services °fiend
if possible, especially as a key
someone like you have in the
in Murray
past
person might be negative
Professional Flight
'TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan, 19)
Instruction
*** Much is going on that is *** You might feel squeezed *Flight Review
- in many ways you are. Don't
making you uncomfortable You
*Discovery Flight
• wixkl &
pickups have
not isolated some of the
push someone too hard, or else
(270)873-2098
elements as of yet You lust it could backfire. If you can, work
n°219.3127
59a-III'
a8
cd
3 know that you would prefer to from home or make it an early
I5
"1 •
11 7
. .1(x
(270)925-5387
293-2784
pull back and do less until you
workday A family member will be
are sure of yourself
thrilled to have you home
I lamilto.n Granite
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20)
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You might want to zero **** Open up conversations
& Marble- "
in on basics. knowing your !ends
with those who impact your daily
3301 St: Rt 42114.
Friends and several meetings life. You might be overworking a
753-8087 could punctuate your day, mak- problem and making more out of
1,ler Murdock • 2914-22
ing accomplishing what you want it than need be. News from a disI bsplas Hours $00-110
difficult Stay focused, and you
tance could feel like someone
will be smiling
closed you off
H L FORD ELECTRIC
3 CRETE. LLC
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
270-435-4152 or
**** Though you might want *** Realize the cost of pursuConcrete Repair
270-293-6902
to take a stand or make a deci- ing a certain path A friend could
NO JOB TOO SMALL'
No job too srnaN
slon. others could be challengbe the source of disconcerting
YEARRY'S
Tree
ing Take another look at an
news. Think bvice and see if
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is a
better
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route
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LAWN SERVICE .
Mowing, Manicurin
Landscaping &
leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guarani
753-1 16 227-06
YOUR AD
COULD AE
"- HERE FOR .
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916
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753-9562
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters
junk & tree work
A-1 Lamb's
PrO1OSS'cqa, T•po
SEINICe 111Sured
753-TREE (87331
ADAMS Nome
Improvement
Additions. Remodeling
Roofing. Viny1 Siding
Laminate
Floors
Repairs. workers comp
Insured.
227-2517
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2002 Chevy Silvered°,
Cab.
Crew
HD
Duramax, Diesel, 4x,
Tow Package $11,500.
270-293-2512
53
Services Offered
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Hill Electric'
Farm Lend for sale 72
'- acres located at
corner of Shoemaker
and
Osborne
in
Murray
Offered by
SBG Real Property
Professionels
Call
Matt Jennings 27°293-7872
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"Mr. A Mrs. Barry Bondurant"
3198 Gage Rd, Kevil, KY
Between Wickliffe A Paducah, KY
From Paducah I-24, Exit 4. Take Kwy 60 West
To Kevil. -Hwy 473- Proceed South 4.5 Moles
..From Wickliffe Take Hwy 121 To Hwy 286.
Proceed East On Hwy 286 To Gage Take Hwy
473. Proceed North 4 Mites'
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SATCRDAV. SEPTFAIBER 4. 2010 10:00 A.M.
NES% CONCORD. Kl - 322 ELLIO1T RD.
Frem Paris Landing staty_park: take HVI1' 119
toward 'Murray. 7 miles to Cypress Trail, turn
right, 1.4 miles to Kline Rd., turn left. 1 mile to
Elliott Rd.. turn left. 0.3 miles to Auction site.
EMI* Murray.KY: take 11111 121, 12 miles to
Cypress Trail. turn left. 1.4 miles to Kline Rd..
turn left. 1 mik to Elliott Rd. turn left. 0.3 mile,
to Auction site.
Sentng Real Estate Jor Shelia Duhn
(For Mort info/pktures stilt our wetwite:
wee deuglaolerzuKtieusetairsaslien
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FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal
stump grinding, fire
wood Insured 4892839
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3BR, 2BA 1,200sq tt
604 Sycamore Good
starter or ewes( properIY 862K
270-227-2043
Close To Town and
beautifully remodledi
2BR,
2BA.
with
garageisnop. on 1
Many extras!
acre
$129,900. FORSALEBYOWNER.COM
#22760093
FARM FOR SALE,
House & 69 acres. 27°474-8767. If no answer
ieave message
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APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Services Offered
LAWN Care Service
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rates.
staning at $15 27°753-2405. 270-9782441
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Ten years ago
Published is a picture of Ronnie Haffison of Clouser Construction removing a glass partition from offices in the James
Overby Law Library at Murray
State University while they
installed a sprinkler system
Births reported include a girl
to Greg and Tern Curry.
Larry G. Carscn of Kirksey
was inducted into the United State
Martial Arts Millennial Hall of
Fame as a master. He served as
a sixth degree chief instructor
under the late professor Marino
Tiwanak, founder of the Central Hawaiian Activities-3 Kenpo
Karate Association.
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of Murray Fire Department Capt. Frank
English assisting Mike Sykes.
firefighter, with his equipment
before he enters a flaming building as part of the department's
annual training exercise. The
donated house. on North Fourth
Street near Andrus Drive. will
be used on two more training
sessions.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Madrey
will be married 50 years in Sept.
Births reported include a boy
to Lisa and Gerry Puckett.
Calloway County High School
Lakes beat Obion Central 27 to
18 in a football game.
Thirty years ago
A certificate of need for the
hospice program at Murray-Calloway County Hospital received
approval from the Purchase Sub
Area Health Council of Mayfield.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Terry Melton.
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Mohler. a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Sammy Pittman, a boy. to Mr.
and Mrs. Dan McKeel, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Tidwell. a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Terry McKinney arid a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Tim Wheeler.

Martha Emit. Martha Guier.
Anna Mae Thurman and Janet
Hough are serving as officers
of the Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
Forty years ago
Navy Seaman SleNen L.
Nance, son of Mr_ ald Mrs.
Shirley Nance, is servirg aboard
the USS Seattle in the Mediterranean Sea area.
°della Dunn (Dee Imes RN
was selected as the outstanding
citizen of Murray and Calloway
County for the past year by the
Woodmen of the World Sorority' with Glenda Smith as president.
Judith Ann Hargis and Kenneth Neale Wilson were marned Aug. 1
Puryear Church
of Christ.
IFIfty years ago
Calloway County Circuit
Court got underway yesterday
with Circuit Judge Earl Osborne
presiding. The Grand Jury was
impaneled and is not is session.
The petit jury wa.s impaneled
today and heard one ca.se
Dr. Harry U. Whayne presented a program at a meeting
of the Murray Rotary Club at
the Murray Woman's Club House.
Recent births reported include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Crick. a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy D. Rogers. a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. James Cooper and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Pat Pierce.
Sixty years ago
The need for finishing the
new Murray. Grade school building clearly shown by the enrollment in the first six grades at
Murray High School, a PTA official said.
Bus dnvers of Western Kentucky Stages. Murray. are still
on strike for the second week.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. F.D. Northern
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Wray.

By The Associated Press
Today is rhursday. Aug. 26,
the 238th day of 2010. There are
127 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History.
On Aug. 26, 1920. the 19th
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, guaranteeing
American
women the nght to vote, was certified in effect by Secretary of
State Bainbndge Colby.
On this daie:
In 55 B.C.. Roman forces under
Julius Caesar invaded Britain, but
achieved limited succe,
ElIX
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ler I can spot a bald man mile
off. and in rny eye. there is no
one else who compares It may
he because e%er since I "in remcmher. my father has been balding
It makes rio difference to me
vdiether a man has little
no
hair. is tall or shon, thin or heavy
It is what's on the inside that counts.
Any man bold enough to shave
his head or 1101 COVer it with a
ball cap is tops an my book ( My
favorite actor is Vin Diesel -OUT THERE LOOKING
DEAR
ABBY:
Doesn't
"Smooth' know that bald as the
ness -se”'" If he is uncomfortable with nis hairline. he should
see a barber or stylist who can
maae what hair he has •hot
Every head can look good
I have happily dated men with
receding hairlines and shaved
heads "Smooth' just needs to find
a real woman who's interested in
who he is. not what's growing or
not growing on top of his head.
-- NOT BALDPHOBIC IN MASSACHUSETTS
DEAR ABBY: You are correct that plenty of women will
date ImIding men Aside from your
assertion that KC are the smart
ones who see beyond the surface.
balding is supposed to be A sign
of virility
1 do have one question for
"Smooth-Headed" Are you *tiling it) date women who are less
than supermodels' Man) women
I know. myself included. are smart,
funny and sexy, but have been
spurned because we are slightly
rnerweight ‘Vhat I hare learned
is that people who sit around
whining about the opposite rex
being %hallo». should review :hew
own biases and unrealistic expectation% Who might you he overlooking. Mr "Smooth" -- BIG
AND BEAUTIFUL IN SOUTH
DAKOTA

L_ICIP.11201(•,,)
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- NAVE A GREAT DAV
yawn VI
ALWAYS SC raCE, 1,
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synchronized sound
In 1958. Alaskans went to the
polls to overwhelmingly vote in
favor of statehood
In 1961, the onginal Hockey
Hail of Fame was opened in Toronto.
In 1964. President Lyndon B
Johnson was nominated for a term
of office in his own right at the
Democratic national convention in
Atlantic City. N.1
In 1968. the Democratic nation
al convention opened in Chicago.

DEAR DR. GOTT: 51) blend
who lives in anoint r st'AC indicated
her miNhet was dtagnosed with an
enlarged spleen
This is a woman In her MN. still
tall and sknder. never smoked or
drank alcohol. doesn't consume
caffeine and
doesn't take
drug% of any
kind Her diet
is exemplary
with no white
sugar, breatl.
flour. starchy
foods.
red
meats
or
luncheon
meats
She
Dr. Gott
has always
eaten a lot of
By
fruit%
and
Dr. Peter Gott vegetables.
buying organic whenever possible
Lately. she has complained about
being very tired. she fell a coupk
times. and now she has a constant
fear of falling How could someone
who took such good care of what
she put into her body end up with
an enlarged spleen') Wh.a purpose
ckes it NCEVC, anyway'
DEAR READER: The spleen is
an organ located in the upper portion of the abdomen It is purple in
color, about 4 to 5 inches long and
weighs about 6 ounces in healthy
people Because it as protected by
the nb cage. it generally cannot Ise
felt unless it enlarges The spleen
acts as a filter for blood. destroying
old and cLunaged blood cell% It
fights bactena such as meningitis
and pneumonia by producing white
blood cells known as lymphocytes.
It stores iron from old cells, returning the iron to our bone marrow,
where hemoglobin is made Oddly
enough. with all the Important
things this organ does, we can lire
without it if necessary.
An enlarged spleen, known as
splenomegaly, can occur because of
anfecii.
parasites. liver disease.

lymphoma. leukemia and number
of other conditions When the condition occurs, this relatively small
organ %an weigh up to 4 pounds and
becomes palpable on exanunation
Symptoms can include frequent
1111C1.310f17 tatigue. anemia and pain
in the left upper abdomen that radiates to the left shoulder
Diagnosis, other than throu•A
palpation. can be made hy ultrasound. CT +can
MRI and w ilt
often provide a physician information such as how large it is and
whether it is crowding other organs
in its proximity
Treatment is directed toward
deternuning the underlying CAUSV
for the enlargement and may be as
simpk as antibiorics to cure infection or chemotherapy and radiation
if Hodgkin's or another more complex disorder is discovered
Sadly. an enlarged spleen can
oceur despite doing all the nght
things A healthful diet, plenty of
exercire and abstaining from smoking, drinking and drugs has likely
kept lief Well All 111C7C 9C1Lr1 N076.
however. she should he under the
care Of A physician, who can get to
the bottom of the 11911C and get her
back on the road to recovery. She
should also address her fear of
falling. It might be that she has
been so well for so many years that
she now perceives the falls to be the
beginning of a massive decline in
her general health Her physician
can order appropnate testing to rule
out an) concerns he might have in
this regard or. it appropriate. she
might speak with therapist in an
attempt to regain her independence
if no medical basis is discovered
To provide related information, I
AM sending you a copy. of my
Health
Report
"Medical
Specialists " Other readers who
would like a copy should send a
self-addressed stamped No. 10
envelope imd a S2 check or money
order to Newsletter. PO. Box 167,
Wickliffe,()H 44092-0167 Be sure
to mention the title

Baking
Soda Is in
Your Face!

()DOR AWAY
Dear Heloise: 1 just purchased your book ("Handy
Household Hints From Heloise").
and when reading the hints about
onion sniell on your hands. I
want to share with you and your
readers what I do.
1 always keep A can of regular shaving cream on my sink
shelf and wash my hands with
that after cutting up onions or
whatever. Works great, and leaves
a nice smell on your hands Alberta Levins. Rutland. Vt.
DRY-BEAN USAGE
Dear Heloise: I read about
tossing old dry beans. While
they shouldn't be eaten. don't
throw them out.
I ara a preschool teacher and
would love to have them donated. Early-childhixid and specialed programs use dried beans in
sensory tables for collage and
art projects, and in our math
centers for sorting, counting and
weighing. Call a local earlychildhood education program.
Head Start or a special-education program, and donate them
to a classroom. -- Shane. via email
tc)2010 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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WHAT MOVIE MOM, PLEASE TELL
ARE IVE
PAP you DONT WANT
WATCRIN6?
TO SIT IRMO
'FAILURE TO LAUNCR:

Exemplary lifestyle doesn't
prevent enlarged spleen

with 1/2 teaspoon cream of tartar and substitute it for baking
powder.
Heloise
PLAS'fIC PIZZA GADGET
Dear
Dear Heloise: Save the plasHeloise:
tic gadget that hold% takeout
a longtime pizza in place in the box. Place
reader
of it on top of food to be heated.
your put a paper towel over the gadgboth
by
mom's and et and then microwave. Your
Heioise
your column. food will not stick to the towel
and
am or spatter all over the oven, and
always look- there is enough space for air to
ing for new uses for the old circulate around the food_ -- Laura
standbys -- baking soda and vine- L. in New York
gar. Instead of using expensive,
A STEP UP
chemical exfoliates, mix a bit
Dear Readers: A sim pie,
of BAKING SODA into your unfinished wooden stcpstool purfacial soap. lather each evening chased from a zraft store makes
and wash very gently. You'll feel a perfect footrest while sitting
the difference imtnediately! -- at your work desk. Ours is about
Mickey. via e-mail
6 inches tall. and for the averHow right you are. Mickey! age person, this will help align
My favorite facial scrub is 3 the spine and can improve pos •
parts baking soda to 1 part water. ture and the overall health of
I use it after my regular facial your back. The idea. chiropraccleaner. For this and other great tors tell us, is to keep your
baking-soda hints. mail S5 and knees a bit higher than your
a long, self-addressed. stamped hips when sitting.
ail
cents)
envelope
to:
You can paint it any way you
Heloise/Baking Soda. P.O. Box please, and it will get more rugged
DO YOU INN( IT'S OKAY TO ACCEPT 795001, San Antonio, TX 78279- and wom as time passes. 'The
. A FIDESNLJ WRAPPED, MESSED
CUISAN NOAGIE AS A TicArac.-yOu, 5001. Did you know that you wood already may have intercannot substitute baking powder esting knots and markings in it.
for baking soda? But you can
Heloise
mix 1/4 teaspoon baking soda

Vet

CO Ll

Thursday. August 26, 2010 • It

Hints From Maim
In 1883. the island volcano
Krakatoa began cataciysmic eruptions. leading to a massive explosion the following day.
In 1910, humanitarian and
Nobel Peace laureate Mother Teresa WAS born Agnes Gonaha Bojaxhiu (AHN'-yehs GOHN'-juh
BOY•-ahlyoo) in present-day
Skopje ISKOHP'-yah a Macedonia.
In 1910. Thomas Edison demonstrated for reporters an improved
version of he. Kinetophone, a
device for showing a movie with

*rd Elkin
-M3-171'3

'3-Nov. 21)
u might feel a
decision with
make a point
)w a conversare. A meeting

DEAR ABBY: I had to chuckle at the letter from 'SmoothHeaded in Tampa• (June 2rii. who
complained that -.hallow wonien
won't date
bald man He hit
the nail on the head with the
term "shallow "
My husband is bald, hut I didn't realize at
when
first
met
him
because
he
alway s wore A
ball cap We
had gone to
school together man) year%
earlier, and he
had
thi,k.
Dear Abby
wavy
hair
then
When
By Abigail
hc took his
Van Buren
cap off. I only
hesiticed tor
a second, remembenng a ICSS011
my father had taught me• "Never
judge a book by its coverI'm so glad I heeded my dad's
advice. We've been married 11
years and are more an love with
each other now than when we
married_
Please tell "Smooth-Headed"
that not all women are shallow.
He wouldn't want a woman like
that, any Niry
Besides. those
women hase no idea what they're
missing 1 keep threatening to get
my husband that T-shirt that reads.
"This Isn't A Bald Head. It's a
Solar Panel for a Sex Machine,'
but he says he doesn't want to
spill the beans! -- LOVE HIS
CHROME DOME
DEAR LOVE: Thank you for
the encouraging
words for
"Smooth-Headed." !f the enthusiasm from tny readers who love
and/or prefer bald men is any
indication,'Smooth' has been worrying needlessly. Read on.
DEAR ABBY: I happen to
absolutely go nuts over bald or
balding men. 1 find nothing sex
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Wife attests bald-headed
men are smooth operators
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Pond life
Unbending
Magician s cry
Piano piece
The Yokum boy
Tart fruit
Stuff thrown L),erboard
Cow call
Spell
Ravirte
Out of bed
Maggie and Bart's sister
f3ar urder
Reformer Lucretia
Painter Georges
Solution Abbr
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High hit
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Accords
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LB!. hosts I.850s fair, storytelling
festival as part of summer finale
Special to the Ledger
GOLDEN POND. KY Spend your Labor Day Weekend
enjoying a vanety ot outdoor
activities that celebrate the end
of summer at Land Between The
Lakes
(LBL t
National
Recreation Area.
Join us Sept 3-6, as we celebrate LBL's Summer Finale at
Wcxxllands Nature Station (NS).
Activities include appearances
by Smokcy Bear. canoe trips.
nature hikes, a campfire, a
watermelon feast. and much
more. Visitors to the NS can also
enjoy live animal programs,
nature exhibits, backyard birdwatching and nature trails.
New this year at The
Homeplace (HP) is the 1850s
County Fair and Storytelling

Festival on Saturday and
Sunday, Sept. 4-5. from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. each day. Step into the
past and visit with historic
trades' people as they demonstrate and sell their wares, learn
at)out heritage breeds of farm
animals, heirloom vegetables,
and enjoy homemade goodies at
the farmers' market. Leru-n how
to play cricket, a popular 1800s
game, from cricket historian
Tom Melville. Enjoy. the uldfashioned tradition of storytelling with some of the best storytellers in our region, Mike
Bev il le, Cherrie Coleman, Gerry
Gutfreund, Mary Ann Jordon
and Brother Don Bailey. An
added twist to the traditional
storytelling festival will be stories through music, thanks to tal-

ented string band. The Dixie
Volunteers.
"LBL's Summer Finale is a
great way to celebrate the end of
summer, and we are excited
about our new event. the 1850s
County Fair and Storytelling
Festival, which will bring the
past to life." said Cindy Earls.
Special Events Co.ordinator.
"These Labor Day Weekend
events, from canoe trips to pie
eating contests, provide educational fun that the whole family
can enjoy!"
Below is a complete list of
Summer Finale and 1850's
County Fair and Storytelling
Festival activities. Some events,
such as the Sunset Canoe Trip.
require advance reservations or
an additional fee. For complete
details or to reserve your spot,
contact LBL at(270)924-2020.

Benton gallery features stained glass artist
Special to the Ledger
Benton Working Anists
Gallery's Feature Artist for
August is Mike Driver, stained
glass artist, featuring the first
showing of his three-dimensional "Lighthouse on a Cliff." a 36inch tall and 30-inch wide piece.
'This 3-D item of glass art uses
several colors of stippled glass
for trees, bushes and white
clouds, a unique color blend ot
steel-blue and medium-blue
Waterglass for the ocean and

sections of %vine bottles cut to fit clay. which when baked.
for the top of the lighthouse. becomes a metal alloy. Haley
This work of art is mounted on a then hand-paints each critter to
light-box to illuminate. Driver perfection. Two of her paintings
has other examples of glass art are also in display. We are
in the gallery.
pleased to have Haley's art in BHaley Renee Feezor of WAG.
Naples, Fla. continues to be the
B-WAG Gallery is accepting
gallery's guest visiting artist for requests for arts & crafts lesanother month due to the sons. Tell us your interest and
extreme hot weather. Haley has we will try to find an artist to
created beautiful one-of-a-kind teach your class. Oliver 'Tilden
miniature figures of wildlife and (Navajo
Native
American
domestic critters from polymer Indian) is presently teaching
classes on Tuesday evenings.
creating traditional Navajo jewelry. B-WAG Classroom is
available for other artists to
• Murray State University's Saturday. At 10:30 a.m. each teach classes for a modest user
Cinema International film series Sunday, they
also host fee.
B-WAG is networking with
presents the French. Oscar-nom- Kentucky Lake Cowboy Church.
County
Schools
inated movie. 'A Prophet" For tickets to the shows, call Marshall
Thursday through Saturday at (270) 527-3869 or 1-888-459- Students to create a special
Student Exhibits Wall in the
7:30 p.m
8704.
Gallery. Students, B-WAG and
Benton's Renaissance on Main
• Maiden Alley Cinema in
• Land f3etween the Lakes' Street organization are working
downtown Paducah presents the Gotden Pond Planetarium con- together on projects for Benton
critically acclaimed "Winter's tinues its laser shows and Autumn Jubilee (September 24
Bone." Friday. Saturday and Summer Nights program contin- & 25) and Benton's Dickens
Sunday. For details and show ues through the end of summer. Christmas community celebratimes, visit www.maidenalleycin- For reservations or more infor- tion (Dec. 17). More news to
ema.org
mation, call (270) 924-2154 or follow as we approach these
events.
look at a complete schedule at
B-WAG is accepting new
• Draffenville's Kentucky Opry www.lbl.org
artists and craftspersons into the
presents the grand finale of the
Gallery. Contact the gallery at
"Stars of Tomorrow' show at 8
To add an event to the arts (270) 354-5004, or drop by to
p.m. Friday and the patnotic. calendar. contact Hawkins inquire Thursdays and Fridays
gospel and oldies quartet Touch
Teague
at
753-1916 or 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Saturdays
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
of Old at the same time hteague@murrayledger corn.

Arts in the Region

Photo proviaeo
Pictured is Helen LaFrance. a Graves County native who paints scenes of rural western
Kentucky. She is featured in the Janice Mason Art Museum's new exhibit. "Art Tells a Story."

Janice Mason Art Museum in
Cadiz opens new exhibit Friday
Special to the Ledger
The artwork of Heien
LaFrance and Willie Rascoe,
two
well-known
western
Kentucky artists. will be featured in a new exhibit opening
Friday. Aug. 27, at the Janice
Mason Art Museum in Cadiz. A
reception will kick off the
exhibit from 5-7 p.m.
"Art Tells A Story" will
include a retrospective collection of LaFrance's paintings and
recent sculpture by Rascoe. The
show will run through Oct. 10.
Helen LaFrance. a Graves
County native and resident, is a
renowned Kentucky folk artist
who has been painting since she
was five yeiu-s old, when her
mother helped guide her hand to
complete a drawing. Many of
her oil and acrylic paintings are
done froni memory of scenes of
life in rural western Kentucky..
such as church picnics. cotton
fields, tobacco patches, and
farm animals. She is also known
for her detailed botanical paintings of amaryllis. pansies and
other plants she grew while

tending her garden near Boaz.
Willie Rascoe of Cerulean
uses natural materials such as
driftwood, metal, shell and bone
to create his whimsical sculptures. His work has been exhibited at the Kentucky Museum of
Art & Craft, the Bowling Green
International Festival and is part
of the permanent collection of
the Kentucky Folk Art Center
and the Kentucky History
Center. He is well-known in
many Kentucky school districts
as an art educator.
The Janice Mason Art
Museum is open Tuesdays
through Saturdays from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. and Sundays from 1-4
p.m. Evening hours can be
arranged for group tours.
Admission is free; donations are
greatly appreciated.
Southern
Kentucky
Independent
Theatre
and
JMAM are subsidiaries of the
Cadiz Conununity Arts Center.
The Kentucky Arts Council, the
state arts agency, supports the
Cadiz Community Arts Center
with state tax dollars and teder-

al funding from the National
Endowment fm: the Artc.

Photo provided
Trigg County native Willie
Pascoe is known for folk
such as the piece pictured
above.

Retirement
Receytion
August 23 to 29,2010

for

Hey amigos, we opened a new restaurant
located at 1100 Chestnut St. and we'd
like to invite you to join us for:

Turkeen
Eriday, August 27, 2010
30

3:00 -

Brealcfast
Burritos
(during breakfast hours)

6:oo y.m.
at

Murray Ledger

Tjimes
Whitnell give.

Nurray, 1Cy.

69ft
Crispy Tacos

TACO JOHN'S
•

